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BRIDGES WINS'
Victory
Belongs
To Union
Denaturalization Suit
Is Ordered
Dismissed
SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU
President Harry Bridges remains a citizen Of the United
States.
On July 29 in United States
District Court on the second
floor of the San Francisco
Post Office Building on
Seventh Street Judge Louis
E. Goodman delivered an historic and devastating opinion
that should end oilue anti for
all the twenty-year attempt
of the union's enemies to behead it through use of the judicial processes.
Said Judge Goodman after
fifteen days of testimony and
argument: "Only a weak
yielding to extra-judicial
clamor would excuse acceptanee of the testimony of the
Witnesses in this case as proof
of the allegations of the Complaint."

A court room crowded with well-wishers broke into wide grins on July 29 when United Stares District Judge
Louis E. Goodman in San Francisco found against the immigration service's 20-year effort to deport Harry Bridges.
The judge threw out the denaturalization suit which the government pressed after failing in its 1949 attempt fo jail Bridges
for five years. Shown emerging from the courtroom are, left to right, Attorney Norman Leonard, Bridges' 12-year-old daughter
Julie, Bridges, George Wolff of Local 101 Mrs. Henry Schmidt, Bill Goheen of Local 10 and Henry Scbmidt.

Victory

Senate Approves Changes in
Harbor Act;ILWU Praised
WASHINGTON, D. C.—A major victory for ILWU was won
here on July 18 when the US
Senate approved the MagnusonMorse Bill (S.2280) to amend the
Longshoremen's & Harbor Workers' Compensation Act.
The bill, Introduced at ILWU's
behest by Senators Wayne Morse
(D., Ore.) and Warren Magnuson
(D., Wash.) included all the basic
features urged by ILWU. These
are:
* A $50 maximum weekly benefit;
* A 3-day waiting period;
* A substantial increase in the
Indemnity schedule for loss of an
arm, leg, etc.;
ta An increase in the death benefit to $75 weekly;
a Elimination of the present ceiling on total compensation,
ILWU URGED IT
ILWU has been pressing for
amendment to the Longshoremen's & Harbor Workers' Com'sensation Act for many years.
Such amendment has been a
regularly urged item at ILWU
conventions and executive board
meetings for some time.
On June 24 an ILWU delega-

tion appeared before the Senate
Labor Subcommittee to urge
amendments to the Act. The delegation was elected by the Coast
Longshore, Walking Boss & Shipsclerks Caucus, which was held in
Long Beach, California, following
the 11th Biennial Convention of
the union in April.
The delegation consisted of
Frank Andrews of Local 47, Julius
Stern of Local 10 and Jeff Kibre
of Local 33, who is also ILWU
Washington Representative.
Senate approval of the bill
practically guarantees its passage
by the House. of Representatives,
Kibre said last week.
In discussion of the bill on the
floor of the upper house, after its
passage, Senator Morse paid tribute to ILWU's efforts in .behalf
of the measure in these terms:
"We are also Indebted to the
longshoremen for the objective
data and proof which they supplied the Senator from Washington (Magnuson) and the Senator
from Oregon (Morse), which
made it possible for us to make
the case which caused the Senate
Committee on Labor & Public

Welfare to come forward with a
recommendation of the bill which
was passed by the Senate today."
Major credit for the job goes
to Stern, Andrews and Kibre, as
well as to the rank and file of
ILWU for the pressure it generated in behalf of these amendments, and to 1LWU Research
Director Lincoln Fairley for supplying the necessary documentation referred to by Senator Morse.

Local.6 Congratulates
Judge Louis Goodman
SAN FRANCISCO —Under
signature of its titled officers,
ILWU Local 6 sent a telegram
on July 29 to Federal District
Judge Louis E. Goodman, who
conducted the fifth Bridges
trial and threw out the government's charges against the
ILWU president. The local's
wire read:
"We believe that in the
Bridges decision you have upheld the dignity, integrity and
independence of the American
judicial system."
0

:
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The Judge 10
weak
yielding to extrajudicial clamor
would excuse acceptance of
the testimony of the witnesses
in this case as proof of the allegations of the complaint,"
said Judge Louis E. Goodman
in dismissing the fifth government attempt in 20 years to
smash ILWU by beheading the
union.

COURTROOM TENSE
The immigration service sought
through the civil suit to revoke
and cancel Bridges' certificate of
United States citizenship which
was granted to him in 1945 following a Supreme Court decision
in his favor after his third trial
on the same charges when his
deportation was sought. Judge
Goodman heard the case, the
fifth brought against Bridges in
the past 20 years, without a jury.
It was a tense and crowded
courtroom with many disappointed persons overflowing into the
corridors when Judge Goodman
mounted the bench shortly after
10 o'clock in the morning and began reading his opinion.
ONE SOUR SPECTATOR
About.a third of the way as he
began to tear apart the testimony
of the government's stoolpigeons,
It became apparent that his final
words would be dismissal of the
ease. Courtroom faces became a
study In restraint.
Before he could get completely
out of the room upon leaving the
bench the spectators surged
toward Bridges and hands seeking to shake his became a tangle
A sour-faced spectator in the
hall the couldn't find a seat) was
Bruce B. Barber, district director
of the immigration and naturalization service.
One of the first to reach her
father's side was 12-year-old
Julie Bridges. "I hope that this
is the last case there is," shed
said.
THE RANKS DID IT
On the spot and off the cuff,
ILWU Secretary-Treasurer Louis
Goldblatt, who was also secretary of the Bridges Defense Corn-

(Continued on Page II)
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Judges, Courage and Us

"NE USEFUL purpose the recent trial served was to recall for many members the early days of the union and
the struggles and sacrifices that made this organization what
it is today.
In the course of refuting the false stories of the government'S witnesses about the founding of the ILWU, we dug
back in the files and the records of the International office.
And many local union officials searched their own files as
diligently. In this way we collected what few documents still
exist from the early days—like the proceedings of the ILA.
District Convention of May 1933, the minutes of the founding conference of the old Marine Council of the Pacific, leaflets, local union and strike committee minutes, and other
records.
There wasn't too much to dig up. The longshoremen had
little money and less office equipment in the early days. And
the men who built the union were less concerned about keeping historical records than they were about doing the job that
had to be done. So what finally got down on paper was only
the barest details of what was going on on the docks in every
port on the West Coast.
Rereading these documents in 1955 and reminiscing about
the old days with some of the oldtimers who volunteered to
testify to the true facts about how the rank and file built the
union back in 1933 and 1934 served to point up how far we
have come in the last twenty years.
It's practically impossible for anyone who didn't live
through those days to really understand the struggle for survival which went on. Just winning union recognition, forcing
the employers to sit down with us and talk, was one of the
toughest battles in the history of the union.

INITED STATES District Judge Louis E.
Goodman's decision to dismiss the denaturalization complaint against Ha rr y
Bridges was both wise and courageous and it
came like a refreshing breeze, for there'has
not been an over-abundance either of wisdom or courage lately displayed in the lower
federal judiciary.
It is very well to say that on the evidence
the judge couldn't possibly have decided
otherwise and been honest even with himself,
but the fact remains that there have been
many instances in the past where judges have
decided that yielding to extra-judicial clamor,
which Judge Goodman refused to do, was
the better part of judgment. To paraphrase
another judge of stature, Mr. Goodman set
his face like flint against the storm.
T TOOK COURAGE to defy the powerful
political interests seeking to destroy the
II MU; and to go even further and pall away
the curtains that concealed the ugly anatomy
of a frameup 20 years in the building.
But no man, be he judge, priest or the
lowest of the order, exercises courage for its
own sake without reason. Lest he be a fool he
will run from unleashed tigers until at least
he has joined a force that will stop their
attaek.
We do not feel it disparaging of Judge
Goodman to suggest that a factor in his courage was the solidarity of our union on the
issue before the court, which seeped into the
record despite stringency of the rules and
was made manifest by the many union members who testified or waited to testify. Their
own courage, in face of reprisals which the
Coast Guard, immigration service and Other
agencies so happily dish out, had that infectious quality that cannot be escaped.
And what are we to say of the faith, wis4om and courage that has been displayed by
the members of the ILWU and thousands
of others for the past 20 years? That it played
no part in the great opinion handed down
on last Jnly 29? Without taking away one
whit of due credit to Judge Goodman's own
wisdom and courage, we know full well that

IN THESE DAYS when negotiation and collective bargainiftg
are common-place, it's hard to conceive of a time when
every bit of unity and fighting solidarity had to be poured on
the employers to get them to agree to sit down in the same
room
and just listen to our grievances and demands—much
the ILWU members and their friends outless do anything about them.
side the union were the force that made exerSimilarly, many other union achievements which are now
cise of that wisdom and courage inevitable. accepted as matter-of-fact came about the hard way. For example, the right to observe picket lines, the right to strike in
sympathy with other workers, the right to refuse to handle
IT IS IMPORTANT that the ranks of our hot cargoes, or the right to open the union rolls to every
union continue with the understanding, de- worker on the job without any discrimination whatsoever—
termination and unity that make them a each of these had to be fought for and won.
•
powerful force, for the 20 year vendetta
And in these, as in so many other union practices and
against President Bridges is not the only nor principles, the ILWU led the way, breaking new ground for
last attack upon our union. The tigers are other unions to follow.
To those who ask how we accomplished so much with so
forever looking for a weak place to strike !iltle, we can point to the principles and methods of union
and where there be honest men in all three work and practice which brought about the initial breakbrancins of the government we must give through in the thirties—and which have stood us in such good
them the weapon of courage with which to stead ever since.
Rank and file determination of union policies, and rank
fight.
and
file control of the manner in which these policies are
More and more good men are emerging put into
effect; militancy, courage and sacryice which gives
and refusing to be stampeded by the rem- meaning to the slogan "An injury to one is an injury to all"; a
nants of McCarthyism which still pervade union leadership which is close to the membership and which
the department of justice and particularly finds its direction in the members' decisions; and union polithe immigration and naturalization service. cies which have no other purpose or aim except to advance
the interests of the members—these are a few of the basic
Let us hope that Judge Goodman's courage union principles of the ILWU.
will be rampantly contagious to the end that
the American people will once again be free
of the fear that prevents them from speaking LAIANY MEMBERS of the union believe more and more
out, being themselves and living their lives
that the kinds of battles we once fought and won with
as they want to live them .and not according these principles—the battles of survival—are now largely
to the dictates of self-appointed keepers of behind us. And there is plenty of evidence to support this
view. The thirties are gone, and with them are gone most of
the public thoughts and morals.
the union problems we faced then. But new problems have
It is in our own immediate interest as well taken their place.
Today the union operates in a much more complex and
as that of the rest of the country that we keep
treacly to use our well-known and demon- complicated world and, in many ways the issues we face are a
lot tougher to handle. After all, it's not too hard to decide
strated fighting strength.
what to do when the pitch is either fight or go under. You
fight.
There's nothing easier than getting out in the open and
slugging it out. You can see where you are going and how
you are going.
11
But when the slugging days are over you have to recognize the fact. And you have to discover the new ways of using
Priliabed lot tape
keiseilieremen't sal Woribewseene's Nelms
your fighting ability to cope with the new conditions and the
MORRIS WATSON, EDITOR
new problems.
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and their families. We have to recognize these changes and
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we have to develop a program which continues to advance
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the interests of the members in the new situation.
LOUIS GOLDBLATT,
BARRY BRIDGES.
If we expect to maintain IL'WU's leadership, we must
Secretary-Treasurer
President
demonstrate the same kind of skill in the future which we
GloatMAIN BULCKE,
1.R. ROBERTSON,
Second Vice President
Pirst Vice President
showed in the past. We have the union principles to .guide
LINCOLN FAIRLET,
MORRIS WATSON.
is—now we have to determine the best application to meet
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Information Director
our present needs.
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Hundreds
Felicitate
H.Bridges

Australia
ac Holland
Hail Win

SAN FRANCISCO—ILWU International headquarters was
swamped this week with congratulatory letters, telegrams, radiograms and postcards to President Harry 'Bridges, felicitating
him on his.-vietory in the fifth
trial, and his 54th birthday, which
was being celebrated simultaneously.
Every ILWU local from Hawaii
to Juneau, Alaska, the entire
West Coast, eastward to Washington, D. C., and south to the
Gulf of Mexico communicated its
good wishes and fervent hopes
that "this will be the end of your
20 years of persecution."
RANKS AND LEADERS
Messages from labor leaders
and rank and filers poured into
the ILWU offices, and innumerable messages were received from
retired ILWU members all over
the land, as well as from workers
in other fields.
• Hundreds of individuals who
have seen, heard or met Bridges
over the long years of his five
trials sat down and wrote personal messages expressing their
relief and happiness, and their
conviction that "the enemies of
labor will leave you alone for
awhile to continue your dedicated
work for your membership,"
Attorneys, hodcarriers, housewives, bartenders, former members of ILWU now working in
other areas, took the time to express their profound gratitude to
both Bridges and the 'union, for
the fight they have conducted, as
well as to Federal District Judge
Louis E. Goodman himself.
ORGANIZATIONS, TOO
Organizations such as the Los
Angeles Committee for the Protection of the Foreign Born, the
LA Fur & Leather Workers, San
Francisco Hospital Workers,
American Communications Association. as well as groups of
workers in ILWU houses in this
area and Los Angeles sent individual and collective wires.
Among the hundreds of prominent individuals who expressed
relief and happiness at the outcome of the fifth trial were Chase
Powers (Mine-Mill), Martin Callaghan, ILWU Local 10 president
(on vacation in Northern California), James Matles (UE), Bill
Lawrence, Bill Gettings (and his
staff), Elinor Kahn, formerly associated with ILWU's research
department and now representative to the United Nations from
the World Federation of Trade
Unions: also:
FROM INDIVIDUALS
Roland Smith, ILWU Area Welfare Director in the Northwest;
Attorney George Shibley (Long
Beach), Madeleine and Reuben
Borough (LA), Max Roth (LA
Fur Workers), Ann and Nat Vase
ish (SF), Mr. and Mrs. James
Russo (president. ILWU Leta]
34), Evelyn and Charles Velson
(NY), Don Brown of Local 12
and Frank Andrews of Local 47,
George Goldstein, Washington
Representative of 1TE; Alfred
Burgo and Roman Eller% of Juneau, Alaska; Joseph Selly, president of the American Communications Association; also,
Celia and William Piehl (SF),
Audrey Dreyfus (SF), Fred Wyatt (NYC), Irving Goodman,
Portland attorney; Frank Erhenthal, SF architect, and the Reverend Stephen H. Fritchman (IA),
who wrote: "American labor's
gain is Australia's loss."
The wires were still pouring
in to 150 Golden Gate Avenue as
The Dispatcher went to press.

SAN FRANCISCO—Some indication of the international support enjoyed by ILWU president
Harry Bridges during his recent
fifth trial may be gained by two
communications received at
ILWU headquarters from opposite ends of the earth. They are
from the Building Workers
dustrial Union of Australia (45,000 members) and the General
Netherlands Seafarers Union in
Amsterdam, Holland.
A letter from G. McDonald, organizer of the BVVILT, and written
on July 28, informed ILWU that
delegations of that. organization,
together with representatives of
the seamans' Union, (6,000) and
Waterside Workers' Federation
(26,000) called on the US Consul
in Melbourne to express the protest of these workers against the
fifth trial.
UNION PETITION
A petition issued by Gordon
Lewins, general secretary of the
Painters' Union of Australia, was
signed by 31 trade union leaders
in Melbourne alone, and was circulated widely throughout Australia.
signatories include many of
the top leaders of the Australian
Labor Party, who stated: "It is
a disgrace to the government of
the United States that Bridges
should again be tried on the
charge that he is an 'undercover
communist' when he has already
been proved not guilty of the
same charge four times."
The petition, which called on
workers to voice their protests
by writing to the US Consul, was
signed by: D. Allen (ass't sec'y,
Tanners' Union); E. IL Austin (organizer, Clothing Trades' Union);
R. Balcombe (sec'y, Fuel di Fodder Union); A. Bally secy, Boilermakers' Union); J. P. Brebner
(sec'y, Paper Mill Workers); J.
J. Brown (president. Australian
Railways Union); R. Cameron
(ass't sec'y, Miscellaneous Workers); also,
MORE SIGNERS
H. Carter (ass't sec'y. Painters);
T. Coe (sec'y, Textile Workers);
J. Colin (sec'y, Liquor Trades);
H. 0. Davis (president, Australian
Workers): K De verill (agent
Amalgamated Engineers); W. T.
Divers (sec'y, Municipal Employees); C. Ellis (seey. Plasterers);
W. Evans (sec'y, Federated Engine Drivers & Firemen); V. L.
Godfrey (organizer, Clothing
Trades); B. Heinze (ass't sec'y,
BWIU); G. McDonald (organizer,
BWIU):
McEwan (organizer.
Building Laborers); J. Masterson
(organizer, Building Laborers);
C. O'Shea (sec'y, Tramway Employees); R. Parry (sec'y. Tanners); D. Scott (organizer, Painters); G. Seelaf (sec'y, Meat Industry Employes); C. Southwell
(organizer, Amalgamated Engineers) and W. Taylor (sec'y,
Flour Millers).
A "Harry Bridges Home Towa
Defense Committee" was also
formed in Melbourne under the
secretaryship of All Ind, and
sent letters to all local unions
urging them to protest to the VS
Consul in that city.
FROM HOLLAND
The general secretary of lb.
General Netherlands Seafarers
Union, J. F. Blankenzee, wrote on
July 28 to President Dwight D.
Eisenhower, in behalf of the large
membership of this organization.
The Seafarers' protest letter
said, In part. "This fifth case
gives us a bitter taste, especially
because it concerns a trade-union
leader with a fine international
reputation. If this case is not
halted, it will definitely give the
workers a shock. They fully understand the difference between
the writing and the acting of
democratic rights
"If there is anybody who ran
stop these repeated attacks . .
It is you. Mr. President, and we
sincerely hope that our request
may put a final slop to the endless prosecutions."

Local 26 Asks
15c at Ladder Co.
LOS ANGELES — Union demands at Larsen Ladder, where
ILWU Local 26 members hate
opened the contract, are for a
10 cents an hour increase acrossthe-board and 5 cents an hour
per worker for the Warehousemen's Health and Welfare Fund.
Ben Nieto and Secretary-Treasurer Lou Sherman are representing the workers in negotiations.

Among the hundreds of well-wishers dropping in on the victory
Congratulations celebration
at ILWU headquarters July 29 to congratulate Flarry
Bridges was Paul Robeson, internationally rioted baritone and Negro leader. They are standing
before waterfront photo murals. Robeson is an honorary member of ILWU.

Chronicle
Says:'End
it Now!'
SAN FRANCISCO — The San
Francisco Chronicle, in a leading
editorial printed on August 1,
called for an end to the prosecution of ILWU president Harry
Bridges.
. . . we advise the Government," the Chronicle said, "to
abandon further civil or criminal
prosecution of the Bridges case.
"The Bridges case has been in
the courts alid in special insmigration proceedings off and on since
1938. It has cost the taxpayers
a lot of money, and it has cost
Bridges and the longshore workers' union a lot, too. In the light
of the US Supreme COurt's reversal of his 1950 criminal conviction . . and in the light of
Federal Judge Louis Goodman's
decision last Friday against denaturalizing Bridges, it is obvious
that the Government is not going
to succeed in proving Bridges a
member, or, ex-member, or the
Communist Party
.
JUDGE LAUDED
"...We were impressed," said
the Chronicle, "by what Judge
Goodman had to say:
'Only a weak yielding to extrajudicial clamor would excuse acceptance of the testimony of the
witnesses in this case as proof
of the allegations of the complaint.'
"Because he did not and could
not believe the testimony of the
Government's five ex-Communist
witnesses, 'tinged and colored
with discrepancies, vituperations
(and) hates ...' Judge Goodman
commendably gave a decision
which, to many, will be unpopular . .."
Harry Bridges and his I2-year-old
However, says the Chronicle
daughter Julie embrace after Judge
writer, Bridges "will be judged
Goodman
government's fifth complaint against
dismissed
the
by
that
large
jury
from here on
on the kind of performance he Bridges on July 29. Julie was in the courtroom when the deturns in as a labor leader on the cision was announced.
waterfront. Once freed of the
prosecutions hanging over him.
Harry Bridges conceivably can
become a better and more useful
longshore chief."
NEWS COMMENTS
in a grudging editorial, the San
LAKE TAHOE. CALIF.—The acquittals on the same charge."
Francisco News of the same date
The MFSA letter was signed
said: "The decision was a clear- Methodist Federation for Social
cut victory for Bridges, the most Action, at its annual membership by Mark Chamberlain, associate
decisive, perhaps, of all the ver- meeting here on July 12, dis- secretary for the annual meeting.
A covering letter to the Bridges
dicts by juries and courts that patched a special delivery letter
have peppered the case through to US Attorney-General Herbert Defense Committee Said, "We
J. Brownell, calling for an end pray that your efforts ... may be
its long history."
The editorial went on to say to the everlasting Bridges case. successful in rooting for the fifth
that Bridges should be "emphaticThe church group's letter said, time those who seek to destroy
ally grateful" for having enjoyed in part: "We, the members of the liberties of our beloved na"the fullest benefit of the law the Methodist Federation for So- tion."
of this free country."
cial Action in our national membership meeting for 1955, call
More than a fourth of all famOver half of government farm upon you as the present Attorney ilies in the US have no liquid
price support payments went to General of our great country to assets of any kind—including savthe top 9 per cent of the nation's cease immediately current depor- ings or checking accounts in
farms in 1953; the top 1.9 per tation proceedings against Mr. hanks, US bonds, rstal savings
cent of the farms got 25 per cent Harry Bridges, this being the or shares in savings and loan
fifth attempt after four previous associations or credit unions.
of the subsidies.

After Victory

Methodist Federation Backed
H. Bridges in His Fifth Trial
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I Defense Pleads for Judgment

(The Dispatcher presents below aney in the testimony of David
the last installment of the running (Butch) Saunders about the three'
story of the fifth Bridges' trial.— silver dollars he claimed he colEd.)
lected from Bridges in the Balboa
Building in 1936, whereas
Bridges had no office in the Balboa Building until the middle of
(July 21, 1955)
1937. He said Saunders' memory
Assistant US Attorney Lynn J. could be faulty on the plate. HowGillard began final argument. He ever, the place was one thing
opened by saying that the govern- Saunders was positive about, even
ment's evidence as to the nature going so far as to describe how
and aims of the Communist Party he got into the office. He was also
had been undisputed. He said the positive about the time. Gillard
government has shown through said Saunders also might have
Its witnesses that Bridges joined been mistaken as to the time of
the Communist Party and rose to the incident. Saunders had fixed
high office in it. He claimed that the time as right after the 1936
Bridges' conduct was consistent national convention in June of
with membership in the party.
that year.
Inference can be drawn, he said, CLAIMS
BRIDGES)MPEACHED
that Bridges took direction from
The prosecutor argued that the
Communist Party °fin ials. Gil- defense case rests entirely on
lard's argument consisted in the Bridges and
he said Bridges was
main of a review of the evidence
impeached over and over.
with assertion that it is true. He
In an attempt to show these
dwelt also on purported incon- impeachments,
Gillard cited difsistencies in Bridges' own testi. ferences between Bridges' statemany. He cited the fact that when ments made in his
pre-trial depoBridges was first on the stand as
sition, his two times on the stand
an adverse witness he could not
in the present ease, plus his tesremember attending certain meettimony in the 1939, 1941 and 1949
Inge, whereas he later testified
eases. About all of the inconsispositively that he did not attend
tencies were trivial, but sounded
the meetings.
•
impressive by their volume as
TERMINOLOGY A POINT
Gillard listed them.
"He was waiting to see how
The attorney charged that
much the government could deBridges was an anarchist when he
velop on these meetings," Giliard filed
declaration of intent for
charged,
naturalization in New Orleans hi'
The prosecutor also made a
the early twenties. He said
point of Matt Meehan using the
Bridges had joined the Industrial
same terminology as Bridges Workers of the World and knew
about a meeting in Seattle, calling It to be an anarchist organizak a "social" meeting. He claimed tion.
Bridges testified falsely when he
"The marked success of the
said be did not know Morris Rap- Albion Hall group on the waterport,
front in getting rid of the Blue
Gillard gave a detailed descrip- Book union and Holman of the
tion of Bridges going to New ILA," charged Gillard, "conYork to get instructions from the vinced Bridges of the effectivecentral committee of the Com- ness of the Communist Party and
munist Party about a referendum he joined the party in 1933."
on CIO affiliation by the InternaHe made a big point of Bridges'
tional, Longshoremen's Associa- power to oppose ILA President
tion in 1936. This was notbased Joseph
Ryan after Ryan had neupon any evidence in the trial,
gotiated a settlement of the 1934
except that Bridges himself tes- strike.
tified he werft East to see John NOT IN EVIDENCE
L. Lewis and other labor leaders.
"After only six months," he
On the alleged meeting at 250 said, "Bridges was able to turn
Fell Street in San Francisco in down the international presi1938, where it was claimed dent." He implied this power was
Bridges met with William Z. due to his Communist Party memFoster and other high officials of bership and support. It had not
the Communist Party to discus been mentioned in the trial, but
the warehouse strike and locko t, the historical fact is that Ryan's
Gillard charged that Bridges was sellout settlement was unaninot active in trying to settle the mously rejected by the rank and
situation until Foster told him to file and Ryan was chased out of
end the strike. He claimed that town.
the intervention of the CommitDefense Counsel Telford Taylor
tee of 43 and the public hearings followed:
arranged through Bridges had
"The government has attempted
nothing to do with settlement of to try this case," Gillard said, "on
the strike and lockout, and said the direct evidence of member"the evidence clearly shows that ship and contact with communist
Bridges negotiated a settlement
at direction of the Communist
Party."
BRIDGES MISQUOTED
Gillard misquoted Bridges' testimony about the non-existence
of an uptown Machinists' strike
in 1939, when it was alleged he
was ordered to recruit Machinkite Business Agent Harry Hook
In order to end the strike.
"In his desperation he claimed
there was no Machinists' strike
and said no record of one could
be produced." Then he said the
government had produced evidence of four struck firms and
the fact that 24 other firms asked
for injunctive relief against picketing.
'What Bridges had testifed was
that there was no Machinists'
strike "of any magnitude" in the
spring of 1939. Also he testified
that the injunctive relief sought
by 24 firms in Superior Court was
in anticipation of picketing. There
was no major strike or strike of
sufficient magnitude to support
the evidence about the Hook incident.
MANN AND MELIN ATTACKED ROY
M. DONNELLY — San
Discussing the defense evidence
Pedro
shipsclerk's testimony
he
case,
gnvernment's
the
to meet
cut short by Judge
also
was
to
going
claimed that B. B. Jones
see John Schomaker after Jones Goodman, when the defense
had been subpoenaed by the tried to get evidence into the
grand jury in 1949 showed that record about ILWU's internal
Jones had a guilty conscience, a operations and democratic
guilty knowledge of the Commu- structure. The judge would not
nist Party application card for permit testimony from Donnelly
Bridges which Jones denied.
that would show that Bridges
Gillard attacked the defense
everything to give
witnesses Herman Mann and had done
Carleton Melin, He attempted to workers a stake in our present
explain away the glaring discrep- society.

That Law Abides'

..•

14th Day

Here are the victorious attorneys who defended ILW U Pres. Harry
Bridges i n his fifth case. Left to right, retired Brig.-Gen. Telford
Taylor of New York, and Richard Gladsfein and Norman Leonard of San Francisco. Taylor, in
closing argument told Judge Goodman that, as former prosecutor of the Nazis, he had seen

The Legal Team

"in Germany the miserable remains of a society in which judges failed their calling." Judge
Goodman, in his decision, replied: "Only a weak yielding to extra-judicial clamor would excuse
acceptance of the testimony of the,(government) witnesses in this case as proof of the allegations of the complaint."
officials." Then he listed issues
which he implied Bridges may
have taken a position on and said
that if the government had put
them into evidence they would be
convincing. The issues he listed
included the struggle of Republican Spain.
Commenting on the argument
made by Gifford, Taylor chided
him for not being more explicit
on the core of the government's
case. He said the only thing that
could possibly support the government case would be the testimony of John Schomaker—"If
believed."
DEFENSE ARGUMENT
He also challenged the government attorney's assertion that
Bridges was removed as West
Coast Regional Director of the
CIO by John L. Lewis who was
quoted by him as saying there
was no room for communists.
Taylor pointed out that Bridges
was continued as California Regional Director.
441 suppose if we find a colonel
in the army who is suspected of
being a communist," Taylor said,
"we could solve everything by
making him a lieutenant-colonel."
"We are in a time when many
people are being hailed into court
for political beliefs," Taylor told
the Court. "This is not like a
Smith Act case. This is not a case
against the Communist Party, it
is against Harry Bridges." But he
said the government has proceeded exactly as it has done in Smith
Act cases.
"Whatever Mr. Bridges has
done, he has not acted as a good
communist by the gospel laid
down by Mr. Lautner." He referred to the testimony of the
so-called expert witness, John
Lautner, on the nature and aims
of the Communist Party.
'INHERENTLY INCREDIBLE'
Taylor reminded the Court that
the testimony of the government's
chief witness, Schomaker, was
wholly uncorroborated, and he
termed it inherently incredible.
"The Schomaker story of recruitment has been refuted by
Bridges, B. B. Jones and Herman
Mann," heu,said. "And we have
the testimony of Carleton Melin
that Schomaker made an opposite statement in 1949 and also
that he expressed his bitter hatred of Bridges."
Taylor analyzed and compared
inconsistent testimony given by
Schomaker in this and the 1949
trial and said the broadened
scope of Schomaker's memory as
he grew older was no less than
phenomenal. "It is an obvious
weakness in Schomaker's story
that there is no motive for
Bridges joining the Communist
Party. He had to invent a revolutionary program as a supposed
enticement" He said the 1933
program which Schomaker
claimed was a communist program had been developed long
before by the ILA.
"There was a party program for
trade unions at that 4ime, but it
was not the program given by
I

Schomaker, It was the program
given by Lautner."
Taylor said Bridges acted directly opposite to Communist
Party policy in March, 1934, when
he proposed that President Roosevelt's plea for a strike delay be
heeded.
NOT CLEAR
He saifi Schomaker's testimony
must be weighed against its own
inherent incredibility, and it cannot he found to be clear and unequivocal.
Defense Attorney Richard
Gladstein took over the argument.
He also chided Gillard for making references to matters which
are not In the record of the case.
These included the rejection of
the Joe Ryan negotiated strike
settlement in June, 1934, and
other testimony which might have
been but wasn't given by Mervyn
Rathborne, who was not called.
He challenged the thirty impeachments in Bridges' testimony
as listed by Gillard and showed
by reading some of them that
they were not only trivial, but fell
far short of being impeachments.
Gladstein attacked the` testimony of Irene Patti Harris, the
deceased witness, and said it
should be rejected. He said Mrs.
Harrta did not recall the alleged
recruiting speech by Bridges
made at the home of Jack Shaw
until she had discussed it with
John Schomaker and his wife. He
pointed out that Mrs. Harris' husband was present at the meeting
and is still alive. He asked why
the Immigration Service chose not
to use him as a witness, relying
instead upon a dead woman's
word.
UNDER WARRANT
Gladstein argued the implausibility of Bridges admitting membership or making Communist
Party recruiting speeches while
he was under warrant of arrest
for deportation. He said Bridges
would have to be stupid and reckless to make such a statement as
was alleged by Mrs. Harris. He
pointed to the testimony of Carleton (Slim) Melin which flatly refuted Mrs. Harris.
The judge asked if Gladstein
intended to argue the extent of
credibility to be given to witnesses who are ex-members of the
Communist Party. Gladstein said
he hadn't given it thought "but
if the government wants to move
to strike the testimony of -all excommunists, I'll second it and
we'll all go home."
After recess, Gladstein said that
Taylor would advert to the subject when he closes the defense
argument. Then going back to
the Irene Patti Harris testimony,
which was given in 1949 and accepted into evittence in the present trial, Gladstein pointed out
that she was testifying about an
event of many years before.
"Human memory can be easily
warped by bias or prejudice," he
said. "Even honest and worthy
people come to believe things
that never happened. Many
people mistake convittion for
memory."

He said that the testimony of
Mrs. Harris and Schomaker together is not sufficient to outweigh the testimony of Bridges
himself. And he• pointed to
Bridges' constant repudiation of
the charge of Communist Party
membership over the years.
STOOLS REFUTED
He went over the testimony of
Bruce Hannon and sought to show
how the testimony of Matt Meehan destroyed it. He also pointed
out that Hannon admitted he only
thought Bridges might be a communist. He commented • on the
inability of the government witnesses to make their dates jibe
as to alleged Communist Party
meetings.
Gladstein reviewed the testimony and evidence about the
ILA convention in 1936 in Seattle,
where it was testified that a Communist Party fraction generated
a resolution for Bridges to introduce. The alleged fraction meeting was on May 8 or 9, but the
proceedings of the convention
showed that the resolution on
CIO affiliation was introduced on
May 5.
He discussed the testimony of
Lewis Michener and Charles
Pfeiffnr briefly and then went on
to David (Butch) Saunders' story
about Bridges being elected to
the Communist Party central committee at a convention in New
York under the name of "Comrade Rossi," He said that Saunders even switched his testimony
to fix the time of a meeting at
Redman's Hall in advance of the
New York convention because he
had said he recognized the name
Rossi because he had heard
Bridges introduced by that name
at Redman's Hall.
SAUNDERS A LIAR
He called Saunders' story about
collecting three silver dollars
from Bridges as Communist Party
dues a complete fabrication. He
said the record shows Saunders a
liar. There is nothing accidental
about Saunders getting cleared
by the Coast Guard to work as
a seaman.
Gladstein closed by saying the
government's case is weaker than
ever before and the defense case
is stronger than ever before.
Taylor returned to the lectern
and discussed the testimony about
the Hot box-car beef in 1938 and
the alleged meeting between
Bridges and Harry Hook in the
spring of 1939. He said these
stories were exceedingly foolish
fabrications,
"Even if the government had
more facts about the meetings, it
would still have no basis for denaturalization," Taylor said.
"This is a pitifully small harvest for the government to have
weaned over these many years,"
He said there was poverty of
proof of communist conduct,
Taylor talked about the stable
labor relations that have grown
out of Bridges' policies, about the
gains made in wages, welfare and
pensions, and said these things
(Continued on Page 5)
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did not jibe with communism as
it was painted on the witness
stand by Lautner.
4TH EFFORT
"This trial is the fruit of the
fourth all-out effort that the government has made to establish,
by administrative or legal process, that Bridges has been a
member of the Communist Party,"
Taylor said. "Each new effort has
had the benefit of prior investigations and hearings. On argument to the Supreme Court of
the United States during one of
these prior proceedings, it is said
that the Solicitor General declared that Bridges has had inure
due process than any other man
alive, prompting one of the Justices to inquire whether he had
had more due process because he
.
had had more trials
"It is hard to believe that the
factors of pride and what the
Orientals call 'face' have not come
to play an excessive part in the
government's unremitting pursuit
of this accusation. Whether or
not that be so, what is the quality
of this latest endeavor? We have
already remarked the extraordinary contrast between the breadth
of the complaint and the narrowness oP the proof, and the government's desperate insistence on
confining the scope of the proof.
But there are other factors to be
remarked as well.
"Every government witness who
took the stand here, save Hook,
is a former member of the Cornmonist Party. This does not in
itself condemn their testimony;
former Communists have testified
here /or the defense as well. But
it does seem extraordinary that
twenty years of investigation have
not produced a single significant
witness of another type. Is there
no one ether than this handful of
former communists who has any
pertinent knowledge of Bridges'
relation to the party? Can the
government, on its fourth attempt, do no better than this?
So it seems. Again: Where is the
government's documentary proof?
I see on the table a great pile of
books and pamphlets on the Communist Party bearing the government's exhibit numbers, but none
of them has a word in it about
Bridges. Perhaps the documents
were all in those famous trunks
that Schomaker says he burned
a few years ago, after he had
been on the government's payroll
as a consultant for the Bridges
prosecution. Did no one tell him
that the government, was interested in documents connecting
Bridges with the Party? Strange,
Indeed.
WHAT IS HERE?
"There is so much that one
might expect to find in this case,
if the accusation were well
grounded, that isn't here. What
Is here? What is here that will
govern your Honor's hand and
mind when he makes his decision? Your Honor has several
times suggested that this is not
a naturalization case, wherein the
Court exercises a discretion engaging the sufficiency of the
alien's showing of attachment to
the Constitution? This is a denaturalization proceeding, based
on a charge of fraud, and your
Honor is bound by the standard
of 'clear, unequivocal and convincing evidence which does not
leave the issue in doubt,'
"Where in the government's
case is there any 'clear, unequivocal and convincing evidence that
leaves no doubt'? It cannot be
found in these meetings from
1936 to 1943; they are not proof
of membership, and the Court
of Appeals has substantially said
so in so many words. Can your
Honor find such evidence in
Saunders' testimony that he collected Bridges' party dues? Saunders certainly remembered everything about the building where
this is said to have been done,
but most unfortunately it was the
wrong building; Bridges wasn't
there until a year later. Can your
Honor filid such evidence in the
testimony of the deceased Irene
Harris? Or in the uncorroborated
testimony of the witness ,Sehomaker on the alleged recruitment

he knew "Comrade Rossi" to be and taught the overthrow by and functionaries of the ComBridges because of the Redman's force and violence of the govern- munist Party. He so testified in
Hall meeting. Therefore, Glad- ment of the United States.1 (2) his deportation hearings,2 stating
stein had told the Court, Saunders, that Bridges fraudulently profound it necessary to change the cured and obtained his citizenship that he did so to promote and
time of the meeting between his by then falsely and fraudulently help achieve the objectives of the
representing to the Naturaliza- labor unions which he officered_
deposition and the trial.
Gillard charged that Bridges' tion Court that he was not and In 1945, when he swore before
"I don't recall" statements cov- had not been a member of the the Naturalization Court that he
ered up knowledge of things he Communist Party of the United
was not and had not been a memdid not want to reveal, He chal- States,
lenged the defense claim that
"On the same day, May 25, ber of the Communist Party or
Schomaker's story of the recruit- 1949, the Grand Jury for this any organization of like purpose,
ment of Bridges was complete District returned an indictment the United States, speaking
fabrication. He said that if it against Bridges and two others through a designated naturalizahad been fabrication Sehomaker charging conspiracy, 18 USC 371,
would have made up a better and perjury, 18 USC 1015a, in tion examiner, stated that the
the ,obtaining of his citizenship, government had no objection to
story.
The prosecutor commented on in that his alleged membership the grant of citizenship .3
the ability of his ex-communist in the Communist Party was
"It may well be that Bridges
witnesses to remember the names fraudulently concealed. On Sep- should have been denied citizenfiled
a
Bridges
1949,
24,
tember
of people at meetings whereas
ship in 1945 upon the ground that
ex-communist defense witnesses motion to dismiss the complaint he lacked the 'good moral charweren't able to remember every- in this action No. 28876.
acter' which the statute made a
"On Oct. 12, 1944, in the crim- condition to naturalization.4 In
body who was present at all meetings.
inal case, Judge Harris denied a my opinion, an alien, who knowmotion of Bridges to dismiss the ingly consorted with those who
ON EX-REDS
and stayed all further hoped to achieve the overthrow
indictment
Addressing himself to the quesproceedings in this, the civil de- of the government of the United
tion of credence to be given exnaturalization proceeding. 86 Fed. States by force and violence, was
communist witnesses, he charged
Supp. 922 and 931.
not a proper person to admit to
that it was false for Gladstein to
"On April 4, 1950. Bridges and citizenship, even though his purcharacterise the government witnesses as professional or to com- his two co-defendants were, by pose may have been to achieve
pare theni with Crouch and Jan- jury, adjudged guilty. Sentence success for a labor union. No
was imposed April 10, 1950. more so than an alien engaged
son.
Thereafter, June 16, 1950, Judge in the merchandising business,
He said that if the FBI put Harris entered an order in the who would seek to justify knowagents in the Communist Party
criminal case revoking Bridges' ingly conducting his business with
and used them to testify .their
citizenship, §738e Nationality Act criminals,, upon the ground that
credibility would be tinder greater
1940; 8 USC, former section thereby he could develop a profattack than that of the witnesses of
738e.
The 'Court of Appeals af- itable business. in this sense,
used in the present trial. They
firmed
the convictien, 199 Ir.2d labor union success is no worthier
would, he _paid to get evidence,
811 and the judgment of de- than business success. The moral
he said. Then he attacked what
naturalization. 199 F.2d 845. The standard is the same.
he . called the refusal of two deSupreme Court reversed, 345 t'.S. THIN IS DIFFERENT
fense witnesses to say Clearly
979, June 15, 1953, (judgment of
-But, denaturalization is not a
that they were no longer memdenaturalization); 346 U.S. 209; procedure for correcting errors
bers of the Communist Party.,
(judgment of con- of judgment in the naturalization
(All defense witnesses who were June 15, 1953
process. The A pee I tate process
ex-cominunists gave the dates.' viction).
(July 22, 1955)
'Thereafter Bridges' motion to serves that purpose.
upon which they left the. party.)
civil denatural"The government has conceded
Gillard defended the govern- dismiss, this, the
Defense Counsel Richard Gladcomplaint, was argued and that it did not attempt to point
ization
stein this morning addressed argu- ment employment of Schomaker submitted to Judge Hamlin. It
anything less
ment to Judge Goodman's ques- and said that if Sehomaker's tes- was denied Aug. 12, 1954, 123 F. the evidence toward
than membership in the Com,
tion as to how much credence is timony could be disregarded for Supp. 705.
munist Party. The sole actual
to be given to witnesses who were that reason, then no employee
"Thereafter, Octob.er 1, 1954, I ssue therefore, is whether
former members of the Com- of government could be used as a
witness. Ile claimed the defense Bridges filed his answer herein. Bridges was in fact a member of
munist Party.
Pre-trial proceedings and orders the Communist Party at the time
He quoted Judge Pope of the had made no attack on the crediwere had and made. Trial was
((.'ontinued on Page 6)
US Court of Appeals for the bility of Saunders, but had only held commencing June 20. 1955,
Ninth Circuit to the effect that attacked him personally. He deand concluded July 22, 1955.
judges cannot close their eyes to fended the matter of Bruce Han2A deportation warrant against
"(A full chronology of the Bridges was issued in 1938. Cte
certificate
of
non
getting
his
they
what
know as men. He cited
the Matusow case where one court derivative citizenship at the same various proceedings of deporta- March 28, 1939, Bridges filed a
took his recantation to. be a lie time he was negotiating his testi- tion and naturalization involving Declaration of Intention to apply
Bridges, is attached as Appendix for citizenship. His first deportaand another took the recantation mony...
After Gillard said be felt the As)
to be the truth. He cited the case
tion hearing was before Dean
"The evidence discloses," be James M. Landis, as referee in
of Paul Crouch who gave testi- government's case was prayed
mony in the 1949 trial of Bridges beyond peradventure of doubt, said, "that for at least six years July-Sept. 1939, His second deporand then in other cases gave op- Judge Goodman asked:
prior •to the grant of citizenship, tation hearing was before Chas.
posite testimony. He told the A QUESTION
referee, March-June,
government was fully aware B. Sears,
the
Court, too, about Manning John"Mr. Gifford, do jfou concede that Bridges as far back as 1933, 1941.
son who testified in 1949 and later that the 'thole case rests upon
had freely con311earing in the Superior Court,
was completely discredited when
proof of actual membership in and thereafter,
he tried to finger Dr. Ralph the Communist Party?"
sorted with, advised with, met City and County of San Francisco,
Bunche as a communist.
Sept. 17, 1945, Naturalization exGillard said the government with, consulted with and was aminer, Lloyd E. Garner, appearON THE STOOLIES
has not attempted to prove any- counseled by members, officials ed for the United States:
Gladstein classed these as thing less than membership alThe Court (to the Examiner):
professional witnesses, untrust- though the words "or affiliated"
lAt the time of Bridges' natural- "Do you have any further quesworthy, and said that John Scho- appear in the complaint. judge
maker and David (Butch) Goodman announced the ease sub- ization, the law made ineligible tions?"
Mr. Garner: "The government
Saunders were in the some cate- mitted and continued the trial to for citizenship, any applicant who
at any time during the preceding has no further question's."
gory, pointininut that Schomaker Friday, July 29, "for decision."
18 years had belonged to an orThe Court: "Well, do you have
has been on the government payganization which advised, advo- any objections?"
roll on and off for the past five
cated or taught the overthrow of
Itir, Garner:"No objection, your
years,
the government of the United Honor."
He said it wouldn't be accurate
States by force and violence. §305
for the government to claim it
(July 29, 1955) (b)(1) of the Nationality Act of
4§307a Nationality Art of 1940;
had no alternative to such witThe court was crowded with 1940; 54 Stat. 1141; 8 USC, former 54 Stat. 1142; 8 UM', former see.
nesses.
secs 705.
707, now 8 USC 1424.
"We know the FBI has trained overflow in the corridors as Judge
undercover agents in the ranks Goodman took the bench and
of the Communist Party," he said'. began reading his decision,
"Your Honor should weigh the
His opinion, which he read, and
absence of any evidence against
his
footnotes and appendices here
Bridges by the FBI."
follow
in full. (Sub-headings supwitgovernment
the
He called
nesses men of foul words with plied.—Ed.):
„ "On May 25, 1949, the United
elastic memories.
Assistant US Attorney Lynn .T. States, under the authority of the
Gillard began his closing argu- Act of Congress, approved Oct.
ment by attacking Gladstein's 14, 1940 (54 Stat. 1158; 8 USC
argument of yesterday. He called 738, 1946 Ed.), filed its complaint
it more bark 'than bite.
herein praying for the revocation
G1LLARD 'ANSWERS'
and cancellation of the certifiGillard defended the testimony cate of United States citizenship
of Saunders relative to his timing issued to Harry Renton Bridges
of the Redman's Hall meeting by the Superior Court of the
where Saunders had said he saw State of California, City and
Bridges introduced as "Comrade County of San Francisco, on Sept.
Rossi." In his deposition, Saun- 19, 1945. For ground .of can--Dispotthor photo
Among the hundreds toasting the Harry Bridges
ders had said this meeting was in cellation and revocation, the com1937, _but in the trial he timed' plaint alleged;
victory at the 1LWU headquarters celebration
the meeting as being prior to the
"(1) that Bridges illegally pro- July 29 were Louis Gomez and Henry Ramos, both longshore1936 convention of the Com- cured his citizenship in that lie men of Local 10. Ramos has *lust retired under the 1LWU-PMA
munist Party in New York, Glad- was at the time of naturalization,
pension plan and said, "I want to thanit the union brothers and
stein had charged that he changed and had been for ten years prior
his testimony to jibe with his thereto, a member of the Com- President Harry Bridges, who made Otis possible. I feel very
story that he heard- a "Comrade munist Party of the United States, happy ebout this, and my son, too, who is a member of Local
Rossi" elected to the Communist. an organization that `during all 10. Let's keep this the good union that it is, and keep the men
Party central committee. He said of said times advised, advocated who have done their besifor all the members of the union."

in 1933 and 1934? When all is
said and done, the sufficiency of
this testimony is the only question
that confronts your Honot, and
there can be only one answer.
A MOCKERY
"It would be a mockery of the
judicial process to say that this
constitutes clear, unequivocal and
convincing evidence that does not
leave the matter in doubt. it
would be an impossible conclusion
even if the respondent had not
taken the stand in his own defense or called a single witness in
his own behalf. If the law is the
law, the judgment on this record
must be a judgment for the respondent.
- "There are few things as truly
important today as that the law
shall remain the law in this
country, and at all its courts,
wherever they sit. I am sure your
Honor is as ,well aware of that as
anyone here, and it would be
presumptuous of me to say much
more than I have now said. I,
myself, have had opportunity to
see in Germany the miserable remains of a society in which judges
failed their calling—judges whose
opinions became glued to the
path of least resistance. And I
will conclude by saying to yoUr
Honor that a judgment for the
respondent in this case will not,
in the deepest sense; be a judgment against the government or
for Harry Bridges, or for or
against 'anyone touched by this controversy. A judgment for the
respondent will be a judgment
that the lawobides here and that
will be its own full justification."

15th Day

16th Day

A Toast
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!Court Hits'Animosities, Vitup erations a nd Hates'l
(Continued from Page 5)
of naturalization and prior thereto and whether at the same time
he fraudulently concealed such
membership from the Naturalization Court.
GOVERNMENT 'PROOF'
"The resolution of this question
depends upon whether the government has Produced clear and
convincing evidence5 to sustain
the allegations of its complaint.
The government has proved by
clear and convincing evidence
that the Communist Party is an
organization that, at the times
here involved, advised, advocated
and taught the overthrow by force
and violence of the Government
of the United States.
"But whether it has so proved
that Bridges was in fact a member of the Party is a far different
question. For it involves appraise"sent of the weight and credibility
of the testimony of witnesseswitnesses testifying as to events,
conversations and oral statements
made and occurring during a
period from 10 to 20 years before
this trial. Ten years have passed
since Bridges became a citizen.
The government elected to proceed with a criminal prosecution,
which failed because of its legal
outiawrsse No legal time limitation bars the prosecution of this
cause. But passage of time has
much relevance, and rightly so,
in evaluating the clarity and per.
suasiveness of the evidence proffered. The Supreme Court has
in effect admonished the inferior
5To set aside such a grant (citizenship) the evidence must be
'clear, unequivocal and convincing'-Lt cannot be done upon a
bare preponderance of evidence,
which leaves the issue in doubt."
Schneiderman v. U.S., 320 U.S.
118 at 125. See also Baumgartner
v. U.S.. 322 U.S. 665, and Knauer
v. United States, 328 U.S. 654; see
also U.S. v. Holtz, 54 Fed. Supp.
63, 74.
Clear and convincing proof is a
standard frequently imposed in
civil cases where the wisdom of
experience has demonstrated the
need for greater certainty. IX
Wigniore on Evidence 0498, page
329 (3rd Ed. 1940); 32 C.J.S., Evidence, ;1023 (1942); 20 Amer.
Junk., Evidence, 11252-53 (1939).
This high standard may be required to sustain claims which
have serious social consequences
or harsh or far-reaching effects
on individuals. Eg. Note, 123
A.L.R. 713 (1940) (degree of
proof to establish the illegitimacy
of children born in wedlock);
Note, 13 Minnesota Law Review
500 (1929) (proof of adultery in
divorce actions); Note, 12 A.L.R.
2d 153 (1950) (showing necessary
for rescission of divorce decree
after remarriage); Commissioner
v. Ryan, 238 App. Div. 607, 265
N.Y.S. 236 (1933.) proof in filiation proceeding; Johnson v. Feshens, 146 Or. 657, 31 P. 2d 667
(1934) (proof to justify forfeiture
under a contract); Dickson v.
St. Louis and K.R. Co. 16$ Mo.
90, 67 S. W.642 (1902) (to divest
title to real estate for breach of
a condition subsequent.) Likewise as to claims evidenced
merely by the oral testimony of
Interested witnesses as to events
long post. Eg. 57 Am. jar., Wills
119111413 (19411); (to prove a lost
will); 57 Am. fur., Wills 1723
(19411); Note,69 A.L.R. 167 (1930)
(to prove agreement to leave
property to another); Note, 7
A.L.R. 24 25 (1949) (proof of
agreement for compensation for
services rendered to a relative);
24 Am. Jar., Gifts 1133 (1033)
(to prove a parol gift after the
dam* ii the donor); 54 Am. Jar.,
Trusts 10241-24 (1945); 23 A.L.R.
156111 (1923) (oral proof of an express tenet in realty or personalty,
or *I facts giving rise to a resulting or constructive trust); Furman v. St. Louis Union Trust Co.,
334 Mo. 2114, 92 S.W. 24 (1936)
(agreement to adopt as basis for
sustaining right to inheritance);
The Barbed Wire Patent, 143 U.S.
275 at 2.84 41892) (to prove prior
anticipatory use of an invention);
Commissioner v. Ryan, 233 App.
Div. 647, 265 N.Y.S. 286 (1933)
(proof in filiation proceedings.)
411ri4ps v. US 344 US 209.

Federal Courts to proceed with anything except activity that procaution in causes under the de- moted the interest of his union.
naturalization statute.?
"The government contended
"The government presented that there was, evidence that
seven witnesses as to Bridges' Bridges, after attending Commuparty membership, of whom five nist 'meetings' changed his views
were former members of the Com- on labor union policies and theremunist Party. The principal of after followed Communist Party
decisions. But the 'evidence' referred to, concerned two or three
meetings and was most vague
and indeed speculative and conjectural and without probative
weight.
"The number of so-called 'meetings' in the whole ten-year period,
1933-1943, were so few and sporadic that extreme caution must
be exercised in attempting to
draw the inference of Party membership therefrom.
"Standing alone, the circumstantial evidence as to these socalled 'meetings' does not meet
the required standards.
"But it is claimed that five
other incidents or occurrences
warrant the giving of persuasive
weight to such testimony:
"One, the incidents of the alleged recruitment of Bridges into
the party, consisting of two meetings at which Bridges was unsucc'essfully solicited, followed by
a meeting in 1933 (22 years ago)
between the witnesses Schomaker
MANN
-San Fran- and Jones and respondent when
HERMAN
cisco longshoreman,again gave Bridges is alleged to have signed
the lie to • Schomaker's story a party membership application,
that Mann had collected Com- followed by four so-called inmunist Party dues from Bridges doctrination meetings to teach
Bridges the principles of the
and knew him to be a CommuParty.
nist. Admitting former memALLEGED ELECTION
bership between 1933 and
"Two, Bridges' alleged election
1935, he swore he had never to the Central Committee of the
recommended the recruitment Communist Party, June, 1936, in
of the 1LWU leader. He de- New York City.
nied a conversation Schoma"Three, testimony of Saunders
ker reported, that B. B. Jones that he collected party dues from
and he (Schomaker) had re- Bridges.
cruited Bridges.
"Four, a meeting at the Shaw
home in 1938 (17 years ago)
these was one Schomaker. Of the where, it is alleged, Bridges antour defense 'witnesses who tes- nounced his party membership in
tified as to facts directly relating a mixed meeting of Communists
to party membership, three were and non-Communists and urged
former Communists and it is not the latter to join the Party.
"Five, Bridges' alleged attempt
certain as to the present status
to recruit Hook into the Party.
of two of these.
"As to (1), Jones and Bridges
ON EX-REDS
"The testimony of the 'former' controvert Schomaker. There are
Communists was tinged and grave improbabilities in Schocolored with discrepancies, ani- maker's story. It is not at all
mosities, vituperations, hates and convincing. In the broad view of
above all, with lengthy speeches him as a witness, his testimony
and declarations of viewpoints, lacks the weight necessary to
which, it is not unfair to say, is meet the required standard. (See
a disease with which Communists Appendix B.)
'As to (2) this incident has no
are afflicted. Respondent, himself, was not a good witness; he probative value. (See Appendix
was perhaps the most voluble of C.)
all; he made misstatements and FLIMSY, UNACCEPTABLE
was at times evasive. His denial
"As to (3), Saunders' testimony
of party membership and avowal is inherently flimsy; it has disof loyalty to the United States crepancies. It is unacceptable.
were, however, articulate and (See Appendix D.)
emphatic. To sift the truth from
"As to (4), Schomaker's testhis welter of words of these witis unacceptable. Mrs.
nesses is a task for the omnisci- timony
Harris' testimony in the criminal
ent. But we need not aspire to
trial, admitted here because of
such high competence, if the reher intervening death, under the
sult does not appear clearly and
1870(8) of
persuasively. Even the diligence common law rule and
the California Code of Civil Progovernof
ability
exceptional
and
cedure, is without convincing
ment counsel cannot make clear
Testimony as to oral adforce.
and convincing that which lacks
missions in criminal eases is rethese essential qualities.
ceived with caution. It is tradi"The witness Schomaker testi- tional to so instruct Federal
fied as to a number of so-called juries. All the more so here,
'party meetings' which, he said, where there was no opportunity
Bridges attended and in which he for personal observation of the
participated. Other ex-Commu- witness. (See Appendix E.)
nists testified as to some of these
"As to (5), Hook's testimony is
'meetings,' their nature and purand completely falls
pose. Leaving aside discrepancies unsubstantial
the
claim made for it..
sustain
to
as to time, purpose and parties (See Appendix F.)
present, there does not clearly or
'Ile Appendices above speciconvincingly emerge a picture of
action at these 'meetings' relating fied are appended, by way of
to ultimate Communist objectives, illustration only, to point up
unrelated to purely trade union some, but, by no means all, of
activities, at least to the extent the weaknesses of the testimony
and are irrespective of the genof warranting the inference of eral unclearness and unacceptatmembership from Bridges'
ability of the evidence, as already
tendance. Indeed, most of the pointed out.
"The testimony of witnesses,
matters discussed seemed to corMann and Melin, former
Jones,
legitimate
with
closely
respond
Communists, who gave evidence
union activities. No witness tes- on behalf of respondent, was also
tified to the conduct exclusively replete with inconsistencies, hates
of any purely Communist business and malice. It is likewise not
But the inherat these meetings, solely related worthy of belief.
ent infirmity of the government's
objectives.
Communist
to ultimate
ease lies in its own evidence and
Not a single witness testified to does not manifest itself out of
any act of Bridges that concerned any conflict between the opposing
witnesses.
"We are left, then, with an evi?Schngiderman v. US, supra;
dentiary picture in which infirmBaumgartner v. US, supra.

ity as to the 'meetings' testimony
is merely added to infirmity as
to specific occurrences. Firmity
as to one type of evidence might
produce a decree of clarity and
persuasiveness. Not being present in either type of testimony,
the result is not adequate to meet
the standard.
"To cancel respondent's citizen.
ship, after ten years of presumptively good and proper citizenship,
the government had to meet 'an
exacting standard.o It did not
meet this standard by the kind
of witnesses it produced. Particularly is this so, after abortive
efforts to prove the same issue in
different proceedings and after
the passage of many years.
"The words of Mr. Justice
Frankfurter in 13a-bmgartner V.
US:
"'But relaxation in the vigor
appropriate for scrutinizing the
intensity of the allegiance to this
country embraced by an applicant before admitting him to citizenship is not to be corrected by
meager standards for disproving
such allegiance retrospectively.
New relations and new interests
flow, once citizenship has been
granted. All that should not be
undone unless the proof is compelling that that which was
granted was obtained in defiance
of Congressional authority . . .
But where the claim of 'illegality'
really involves issues of belief or
fraud, proof is treacherous and
objective judgment, even by the
most disciplined minds, precarious. That is why denaturalization
on this score calls for weighty
proof, especially when the proof
of a false or fraudulent oath rests
predominantly not upon contemporaneous evidence but is established by later expressions of
opinion argumentatively projected, and often through the distorting and self-deluding medium
of memory, to an earlier year
when qualifications for citizenship
were claimed, tested and adjudicated.'
FAILED TO PROVE
"Only a weak yielding to extrajudicial clamor would excuse acceptance of the testimony of the
witnesses in this case as proof of
the allegations of the complaint.
"My conclusion is that the Government has failed to prove the
allegations of its complaint as to
respondent's alleged membership
in the Communist Party by clear
and convincing evidence.
"The Court is separately filing
herewith its Findings of Fact and
Conclusions of Law.
"Counsel will present, after notice, a decree in favor of respondent."

APPENDIX A

1921-Bridges files first papers
for naturalization.
1928-Application for final papers
made and denied on the
grounds that the 7-year period
for filing had elapsed.
1928-Bridges again files first
papers. (7-year period again
elapses.)
1936-Bridges again' files first
papers.
1938-Deportation warrant issued.
March 28, 1939-Declaration of
Intention filed.
July, August, Sept., 1939-Hearing before Dean James M.
Landis; decision in favor of
Bridges.
January, 1940-Secretary of Labor sustains Landis, and dismisses proceedings.
June 28, 1940-Deportation
statute amended.
February 14, 1941-Second deportation warrant issued.
March 21, 1941, to June 12, 1941Hearing before Judge Charles
B. Sears who finds against
Bridges.
January 3, 1942-Board of Immigration Appeals disapproves
Judge Sears' findings and cancels warrant.
May 28, 1942-Attorney General
Francis Biddle adopts Sears*
Findings and Conclusions and
orders deportation of Brfliges.
February 8, 1943-Judge Welsh
denies petition for habeas
corpus, Ex Parte Bridges, 49
F. Stipp. 292.
June 26, 1944-Court of Appeals
affirms Judge Welsh, Bridges
v. Wixon, 144 F.2d 927 rehearing denied, September 27, 1944.
June 18, 1945-Supreme Court reverses Bridges v. Wixon, 326
U.S. 135.
June 23, I945-Bridges files preliminary form for petition for
naturalization.
Aukust 8, I945-Bridges testifies
at hearing before naturalization
examiner.
September 17, 1945-Bridges appears in Superior Court for
naturalization and is admitted.
May 25, 1949-Indictment returned against Bridges, Schmidt
and Robertson, and denaturalization proceedings filed.
Oct. 12, I949-Judge Harris denies motion to dismiss indictment, and stays denaturalization proceedings. 86 F. Supp.
922 and 931.
April 4, 1950-Bridges, Schmidt,
and Robertson convicted by
jury.
April 10, 1950-Judgment and
sentence.
June 16, 1950-Judge Harris revokes Bridges' naturalization.
September 6, 1952-Court of Appeals affirms judgment of conviction, 199 F.2d 811, and judgaSchneiderman v. US, supra,
ment of denaturalization, 199
at p, 125.
F.2d 845, rehearing denied November 18, 1952, rehearing en
bane denied, December 29,
1952, 201 F.2d 254.
June 15, 1953--Supreme Court reverses, 346 U. S. 209.

APPENDIX B

BRUCE B. JONES-As he did
in the 1949 B-R-S case, Jones
gave the lie direct to Schomaker's story that he (Jones),
had signed up the 1LWU president in the Communist Party
and collected Communist Party
dues from him. He made a
forceful and colorful witness
and apologized to the judge
for mounting the witness stand
with chewing gum in his mouth.

"BRIDGES' RECRUITMENT, ATTENDANCE AT UNIT MEETINGS, AND PAYMENT OF
DUES. (Schomaker's testimony.)
ON SCHOM AKER
"Schomaker testified that be
had been active in the Communist
Party in San Mateo County for
some two years when he moved to
San Francisco in late October,
1933. He reported at once to Sam
Darcy, the District Organizer of
the Communist Party, and was
assigned to the San Francisco
Longshore Unit. This Longshore
Unit was headed by one Herman
Mann, as Unit Organizer. It had
less than ten members-five longshoremen, including Schomaker,
and several unemployed seamen.
"A Imost immediately, Scho-maker came into contact with
Harry Bridges. Bridges, at this
time had already begun his rise
to prominence as a longshore
leader. Ile had been elected the
preceding September to the
executive board of the recently
reorganized local of the International Longshoremen's Association. He had taken a leading part
In a strike in early October which
had strengthened the position of
(Continued on Page 7)
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I Judge's Decision Demolishes Government Stoolpigeons
"The testimony concerning the
(Continued from Page 6)
the new union. He was also, at occasion on which Jones secured
this time, according to Scho- Bridges' application for membermaker, a member of a small group ship is not persuasive. Jones was
who were publishing, in a rather characterized by Schomaker as
haphazard manner, a mimeo- one of the unemployed seamen
graphed newspaper known as the attached to the Longshore Unit
who were assigned the relatively
Waterfront Worker.
"The majority of the group who minor roll of couriees for the
were publishing the Waterfront Waterfront Worker. He was not
Worker, S chom aker asserted, placed by Schomaker at any of
were members of the Communist the meetings at which attempts
Party, and he became associated had been made to recruit Bridges.
in this endeavor. It was as a mem- Yet, on this occasion, it was Jones
ber of this group that he first met who supposedly brought up the
Bridges. Almost coincidently in subject of Bridges' membership
time, he testified, it was deter- and then secured his application,
mined at a meeting between him, while Schomaker was conversing
and Darcy and Mann that Bridges with some unidentified person
should be recruited into the outside the restaurant.
Party. This decision was prompted 'MOST INCREDIBLE'
"The testimony concerning the
by the desire to add to their membership someone who was well- indoctrinational meetings followknown on the waterfront and who ing Bridges' recruitment is most
could speak well. As a result of incredible. Schomaker testified
this decision, efforts were made that Bridges was instructed at the
at meetings of the Waterfront regular weekly meetings of the
Worker group throughout Novem- Longshore Unit so that he would
ber to interest Bridges in the pro- not be exposed to the risk of atgram of the Communist Party. tending the customary new-memThese initial eforts were followed ber classes. These regular meetby two meetings in December at ings, Schomaker said, were not
which Darcy and other party held at an established meeting
members directly sought to re- . place but at the homes of the
cruit Bridges. Bridges was Unit members. Yet, although he
initially disinterested, Schomaker was speaking of a period in time
testified, but eventually became some 20 years past, he professed
convinced that the Communist to recall precisely which home
Party was really getting places. was the site of each of these
because of the 'marvelous results' meetings, and, when asked conof its program. However, Bridges cerning one of them, the particudid not join the party at either lar members of the Unit who
were present that night. Moreof these two meetings.
over, he summarized with conON B. B. JONES
"Thereafter, sometime toward siderable detail the words of the
the end of December or the first featured speaker on each ocof January, Schoemaker came casion.
"The preciseness and completeacross one B. RI' Jones on the
Embarcadero. B. B. Jones was ness of Schomakers testimony
one of the unemployed seamen concerning the recruitment and
attached to the Longshore Unit. indoctrination of Bridges is strikSchomaker and Jones stopped at ingly incongruous with the
a restaurant on lower Market St., generality of his testimony conwhere, by chance, they met cerning the years immediately
Bridges. They joined him • for following. He stated that he decoffee, and Jones produced a livered new party books to
blank application for membership Bridges at the beginning of 1935
In the Communist Party and and 1936. He said that Bridges
sought to interest Bridges in join- attended Unit meetings during
ing. During the course of the these years and that he observed
discussion, Schomaiser left to talk him pay party dues. He classified
with some unidentified person Bridges as a good party member
who passed by the restaurant. despite his delinquence in payAs Schomaker was reentering the frig dues. But he did not describe
restaurant some 10 or 15 minutes any specific Communist meeting
later, he met Jones on his way which Bridges attended, after he
out. Jones showed him the ap- supposedly joined the party at the
plication card with Bridges' sig- very beginning of 1934, until the
nature. They, at once, went to fall of 1936, nearly three years
the office of Sam Darcy, where thereafter. Schomaker inferred
Jones and Schomaker signed the that much Communist activity
was going on all the time. He
application as sponsors.
"Beginning the following Thurs- testified that he was an active
day, Schomaker testified, Bridges party member during this period
attended a series of four indoctri- and held important offices. Yet
national meetings. These were he did not testify concerning any
not the new-member classes which activity which Bridges engaged
recruits ordinarily attended, but in on behalf of or in connection
the regular Thursday night meet- with the Communist Party during
ings of the Longshore Unit. Cer- these years following his recruittain party members who were ment.
not attached to the Unit appeared
APPENDIX C
at these particular meetings to
speak on the organization and "THE ELECTION TO THE COMprogram of the Communist Party MUNIST NATIONAL COMMIT
especially for the benefit of TEE.
"The witness Saunders testified
Bridges. Schomaker described
these meetings in great detail as that in early 1936, while he was
to their location, the persons pres- Waterfront Organizer of the Coment, and the matters discussed by munist Party, he attended a party
the featured speaker. At the first meeting at Redman's Hall in San
of these meetings, Schomaker tes- Francisco. Some 40 to 50 persons
tified, he delivered Bridges his were there. During the course of
the meeting, Bridges spoke and
party book for the year 1934.
was introduced as `C o mr a de
ON 'RECRUITMENT'
"Schomaker's description of Rossi,' Saunders did not describe
Bridges' recruitment as a party the purpose of the meeting except
member in 1933 is not convincing. to say that it was in connection
At that time, the Longshore Unit with 'the developing maritime
of the Communist Party had but situation.' Although he termed
a handful of members, and appar- the meeting a very crucial one,
ently little or no financial assets. he could not recall what was disBridges had already been elected cussed there except in such genas a member of executive board eral terms as 'the West Coast
of the I.L.A., and was pursuing t maritime situation, the possibiitty
a program of his own. Yet, ac- of a strike, and the East Coast
cording to Schomaker, within a situation in relation to the seafew weeks, Bridges' initial disin- men and the longshoremen.'
terest in the Communist Party ON SAUNDERS
program was overcome, Scho"Following this meeting, Saunmaker attributed this change in ders testified, he attended a
attitude, in major part at least, national convention of the Comto the 'marvelous results' shown munist Party in New York City
by the Communist Party program. in June, 1936. At this convention,
But, the only program he de- he stated, someone who was not
scribed was one merely proposing present, but who Was identified
a code of working conditions, as Comrade Rossi from Califorwages, and hours, such as was nia, was nominated and elected
generally sought by the long- to the National Central Commitshoremen at the time. He did not tee. When this nomination was
testify to anything which might made, Saunders stood up and
properly be termed 'results,' let cheered.
alone 'marvelous results.'
"The Government argues from

this testimony it can be inferred Party and to have urged the nonthat Bridges was elected under members present to join.
the name of Rossi to the National
"In the fall of 1938 when this
Committee of the Communist meeting is said to have occurred,
Party in 1936. That such an in- Bridges' deportation was already
ference is completely speculative, being sought by the United States
is obvious. Moreover, not a single on the ground that he was a memwitness testified to any activity ber of the Communist Party, and
of Bridges which might in any a warrant against him was outway indicate that he ever held standing. Under these circumsuch an office in the Communist stances, it is against all reason to
Party.
believe that even a person so
brash and outspoken as Bridges
APPENDIX D
has demonstrated himself to be
"THE PAYMENT OF PARTY would have made the statements
attributed to htm before such a
DUES TO SAUNDERS.
"Saunders testified that shortly group of people. Moreover, the
after he returned from the na- mere selection of Bridges as a
tional convention of the Com- recruitment speaker would seem
munist Party in June of 1936 he to be completely inconsistent
went to Bridges' office in the with the steps the party leaders
Balboa Building, and said to had allegedly taken to preserve
Bridges that the Unit was very his anonymity and security as a
sore about him and that he should party member.
pay some dues. In response
Bridges slapped three silver dolAPPENDIX F
lars on his desk.
"THE RECRUITMENT OF
IT IS PECULIAR
HARRY HOOK.
"It is peculiar, to say the least,
"The story, of what is termed
that Saunders would have col- the solicitation of Harry Hook,
lected dues in such a manner was developed through the witfrom a man, whom, the Govern- nesses, Saunders, Schomaker, and
ment argues, Saunders believed Hook. Saunders testified that in
had just been elected to the Na- the early spring of 1939 he attional Committee of the Commu- tended a meeting of the Trade
nist Party. Particularly is this so, Union Unit of the Communist
since Saunders was then Water- Party at the party's San Franfront Organizer and it was net cisco headquarters. A machinists'
Part of his duties to collect dues. strike was then in progress, and
Moreover, the defense established there was a discussion of the posthat Bridges did not have an of- sibility of strengthening the
fice in the Balboa Building until Party's control of the strike by
1937. Although an error as to the recruiting as members, Harry
location of this particular occur- Hook and Ed Dillon, the two busirence would be quite understand- ness agents of the Machinists
able had Saunders frequented Union. Al Ward, the chairman
Bridges' various offices through- of the meeting, suggested to
out the years, Sau,,nders testified Walter Lambert, State Trade Unthat this was the only occasion ion Director of the Party, that he
he was in Bridges' -office.
contact Bridges as the ideal man
"All of Saunders' testimony is to do the recruiting.
•
this
weakened by the fact that
"Schomaker testified that a maprobable incident is the only testi- chinists strike was discussed at a
mony he offered which would meeting with Walter Lambert,
directly indicate Bridges' mem- Bill Schneiderman, Elmer Hanoff
bership in the Communist Party. and Bridges in the early spring
Saunders was a high Communist of 1939. Schneiderman instructed
official active on the San Fran- Bridges to recruit Harry Hook
cisco' waterfront during many of Into the Party in order to make
the years it is claimed Bridges him call off the strike. Bridges
was a party member. Yet, Saun- replied, 'That's absolutely right.
ders did not testify as to any I will proceed forthwith.'
activity which Bridges carried on
"Harry hook testified that in
in behalf of the Communist Party.
the early :pring of 1939 Bridges,
with whom he was in frequent
APPENDIX E
contact at the time, telephoned
"THE MEETING AT THE SHAW him and arranged to meet him
at. Corbett's Grill. Bridges arHOME.
the company of Elmer
"This meeting was described rived in a
Hanoff,
stranger to Hook.
50
to
35
persons.
of
one
large
as a
Bridges urged Hook to call off
Schomaker stated that it Was a the machinists strike and Hook
recruitment meeting and that
Bridges in effect that the
consequently there were present told
strike was none of Bridges' conboth Communist Party members
cern. During, the course of the
and prospects for membership.
Bridges inquired
Bridges was characterized as the conversation
Hook
had ever conwhether
and
evening,
the
of
main speaker
was asserted to have slated in sidered joining the Communist
the course of his speech that he Party. Hook replied that he
was a member of the Communist wasn't considering it—that he

only belonged to two organizations, the Machinists Union and
the Masonic fraternity, and that
was all he was interested in at
the time. No other mention was
made of the subject.
COMPLETELY UNCONVINCING
"The testimony of these three
witnesses is a completely unconvincing story. If the Communist
Party had determined it was important that Harry Hook be recruited and Bridges, as Party
member, had been specifically assigned that job, it is wholly unreasonable to suppose that he
would have been deterred from
his purpose merely by Hook's
expression of disinterest in joining the•Party because he already
belonged to two other organizations. The testimony of Saunders
and Schomaker is also improbable, because in the spring of
1939 Bridges' deportation hearing was still pending. This being
so, it is inconceivable that the
Communist Parts would have selected Bridges as the ideal man
to recruit Harry Hook, particularly without any consideration
of the risks involved."
As the judge left the bench the
courtroom broke into a pandemonium of congratulations to
Bridges.

Story of EMU
Dental Plan
Is Related
SEATTLE — The story of the
longshore pilot dental program,
from the first discussions in the
locals to the present coast wide
operation, was recounted by
ILWU Local 19 Secretary George
Oldham for representatives of
labor, industry and the dental
profession, meeting in June.
Oldham spoke on the ILWUPMA program for children at a
conference sponsored by the
Washington State Dental' Association and the University of
Washington School of Dentistry.
He summed up:
"We looked for a plan by which
we could provide children the
needed dental care, under conditions which carried safeguards
as to quality and which would
assure us of the maximum amount
of service per child commensurate with good dental practice.
And we hoped we could make
friends of the profession. .
"We especially sought the interest of the dental profession,
because we felt we could net
possibly achieve our objective of
good quality of dental care without their whole- hearted assist-

ance,
-We are most happy with the
tremendous job the profession in
this state has done to help us
meet the needs:"

Local 13 Adds
Class B Men
WILMINGTON—For the first
time since 1951, Class B men are
being added to the membership
of ILWU Local 13. In a joint
agreement between the union and
the employers. 200 Class B men
are being admitted to membership. In 1951, 800 Class B members were taken into the local.

ILWU Local 26 to Help
Foreign-born Members
LOS ANGELES — A two-man
committee has been established
by ILWU Local 26 to assist foreign-born members of the local
who may be threatened with deportation or de-naturalization tin:
der the Walter-McCarran Act.
Gil Shell and Don Todd will
work closely with Vise-President
George Lee and the Los Angeles
Committee for the Protection of
Foreign Born.

John C. (Dr. Blue) Tensfeldt, Local
10 pensioner, k shown here recording
his recollections of the waterfront—before and since 1934—
for the benefit of the new. Stanford University radio. He also
spoke about the ILWU-PMA Pension Plan, and drew on his 30
years on the docks to make the recording. Tensfeldt was born
in Germany and came to the USA as a child. He says it fakes a
good rank and file union--plus good leaders—to get things
done.

On the Record

New Grievance Body
At LA McKesson Co.
LOS ANGELES—New grievance committee at McKesson &
Robbins, North Hollywood, includes Louis Klein, Norman Wilson and Oscar Soberg. Major beef
at the present time is the Local
26 fight against the company's attempt to speed up workers by
installing production standards,
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ILWU Members Express Jubilance Over Bridges Decision
Interviewed immediately
after Judge Louis E. Cho&
man's historic decision in favor of Barry Bridges on July
29, the following members
of the ILWU had this to say:

CHARLES (CHILE) DUARTE
(Local 6 president) "All I can say
is that I agree with the judge,
with the one pertinent point in
his decision, where he pointed
out that Bridges' loyalty could
not be questioned. I think it was
a good decision and I hope this
puts to bed all these attacks
against this union."

JOHN HUSTON (Local 10 dispatcher) "I think it's a fair and
impartial decision and it's men
like Judge Goodman that make
men like me proud to be an
American."
TIM KELLY (Retired Local 34
member) "0fine American and
a great labor leader has been
vindicated, and I think that it's
an indication that the hysteria
today is going out and I hope it's
going out for all time. The
people on the waterfront and
throughout the country, and millions of people all over the world
will take a long sigh of relief
because they are all interested
in this great man."

GEORGE WALSH (Retired
1LWU Local 10 member) "I've
had 43 years on the San Francisco waterfront. This is a wonderful decision and -it's about time
that the workers recognized that
this business of calling one another in the labor movement communists stops progressivism and
stops labor from its rightful position."

HERMAN LEVEY (Local 63
member for 12 years) "I think
that they finally came down to
earth and made a just decision
in the Harry Bridges case. Finally
after four attempts—after the
man had been cleared four times
previously — they've found that
the man was honest and a good
union man. I'm very happy to
see this just verdict."

MIKE SICKINGER (Local 8, on
'front since 1918) "I was tickled
to death. A great victory for our
union, and I hope they leave the
man alone now."

FLOYD GREEN (Local 26
member at Brunswig Drug) "A
good many of us at work have
been following the case. When
I heard of the decision I was
quite thrilled, and I feel that we
have won a great victory. We'll
be able to go on now and make
our organization stronger—a big
load has been lifted off our shoulders. The case has been quite a
smear, especially from our
enemies, but we have always
held our heads up and now we
can tell them; 'We told you so.'
Now they will realize that we
have been on the right track all
the time. Bridges has always
been a true American, and we've
always known it. I think I can
speak for my shop, too, because
more than 75 per cent of the
workers there signed the petition
for Bridges and made contributions:"

PAUL HEIDE (Local 6 East
Bay business agent) "It's terrific.
The faith of the rank and file
has been confirmed after these
many years."

JACK MILES (Charter member
of Local 13) "It's the greatest
thing that has ever happened in
organized labor. It only bears
out and proves what we've always
known, but it took the government years and a few million
dollars to get onto it. If there's
anything that ever might make
me vote Republican this would
be it because it happened under
the Republicans. The decision
proves the greatness of democracy. It's the happiest news I
ever heard. Harry Bridges is the
greatest labor leader that this
world has ever had."

CHESTER H. JORDAN (Local
63 member for 7 years) "Very
glad to see that justice has been
given to such an able and capable
labor leader as Harry Bridges
after four unnecessary trials. Now
that the struggle for the defense
of our leader is out of the way,
the international union should be
able to rapidly go ahead to complete the program laid down at
the recent Biennial Cavention."
C. L. NOONAN (Local 8 member for 6 months) "I am sure glad
to hear that. I don't see how
they could have done otherwise."
RICHARD LYNDEN (Local 6
secretary-treasurer) "It was a
magnificent thing and we're all
very happy."

ANTON PERICA (Local 33
charter member) "I'm glad he
was released because I know he
vas innocent. He's had so many
troubles and he's been so many
times in the courts and he's been
released and I don't think they'll
give him any trouble any more.
I heard him talk on the union in
the Yugo-Slav club here, and he
talked like a good man and an
honest man."

HENRY BILLY JOHNSON
(Member of Local, 13 for 11 years)
"The thing is that this should
never have started in the first
place. No reason for it, no justifieation. Also there are only
two labor leaders in the country
that they give trouble to—Harry
Bridges and John L. Lewis. A
fellow like Harry Lundeberg can
get away with so much trouble
on the waterfront which has
caused so much injury to the
livelihood of men, women and
children of all maritime working
people, and no one ever gives
him any trouble. But President
Harry Bridges, who has done so
much to, help all the working
maritime people gets so little
thanks. And the judge who has
thrown out this case—I hope he
will continue to see justice and
do justice for all time. He is a
great guy."
*
ROLAND PETERSON (Local
18) "After 16 years in which nothing has been proven against him,
let us hope the decision this time
will stand as final."

WILLIE J. ADAMS (Local 26
member at Friedman Bag) "I was
very happy to hear about the
Bridges decision. I heard about
it on a news broadcast and immediately called up several of
my friends to tell them the wonderful news. And when I get
back on the job tomorrow, I'm
going to see that everyone there
AXEL ANDERSON (Local 3)
knows about it. After all these 'Glad he won and is free, but
trials our president has had, this I'm afraid they will keep on tryshould really be the end of it." ing to hang hint"

JOE MOORE (Local 26 member at Los Angeles Drug) "I believe that all the people in the
plant where I work accept the
decision in a very good light. We
pushed the fight for Bridges very
hard in our meetings, and the
members have a pretty clear understanding of the case. Bridges
has been persecuted (I mean that
spelling) five times and that's
stretching it a little too far. It's
been proven time and again that
they (the government) have no
basis for their charges. Bridges
is a democratic union leader of
a democratic union. It was wonderful that he was cleared."

VINCENT "BISH" TUDOR
(Local 33 member for 19 years)
"I've never met Harry Bridges
personally but I was at the last
convention and heard him speak.
He is a 100 per cent union man
and seems like a square guy.
They've tried him five times and
he's always been acquitted and
in my opinion he's 100 per cent
innocent. I don't think they'll
try this stunt again, but if they
do they'll probably find him
innocent again."

W. A. JONES (Local 63 member since February, 1955) "I think
he's finally gotten the break that
should have come to him in the
beginning. I personally believe
that the people of the country
are beginning to realize that some
of these investigations are a complete- waste of taxpayers' money.
Especially where a labor leader
PAUL RISSMAN (Retired Lo- is involved, simply because the
cal 50 member; his father, aged heat's put on by big business.
80 "I expected it."
It's hard to understand how a
man can be persecuted over and
LARRY TRUJILLO (Local 13
JIM HERMAN (Local 6 mem- over again on the same charges
worded a little differently."
charter member) "I think that
ber) "I'm elated as anyone can
this is something that should have
possibly be. 1 think that it's a
HARRY COPELAND (Local 6 been stopped years ago because
vindication of the finest kind of member) "I'm proud and I'm the man had already proved that
labor leadership this country ever happy that the decision was as the charges against him were
had. It's a vindication of this it was. My book number is 1868. false. It has been a lot of malongshored for two bits an hour larkey and an attack against the
union and it means now that before
World War I,• been here union. There's no point that ever
Harry Bridges can return to his since 1922 and been through most showed that he was guilty. I
union and provide the only kind of it. I'm proud and happy—and don't think they'll try it again. It
of leadership that is possible in I'm going to have a shot of whis- was just an attack against the
key."
this period."
union."
ALBERT RISSMAN (Local 50)
"I just wonder if this is going to
be the end of it. I was talking
to a couple of the other boys—
we were very 'happy about it, of
course, but We- just wonder if
they'll try again in a year or
two."
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I. Ranks Rejoice I

JACK MOWREY (Local 8 veteran of all ILWU strikes) "Overjoyed. From following the trial,
felt he would be acquitted. Had
more confidence because it was
in the hands of a judge and not
a jury which might have listened
to newspaper propaganda."
JIMMY C. BROWN (Local 10
member) "I think it's a wonderful thing and I hope it's over
with now. They are going to be
pretty excited down on the waterfront and they will have the biggest celebration in San Francisco
in years."
ANTHONY BRUSSARD (Local
10 member) "This is one of the
best cases; Harry is one of the
greatest men in' the world, I
would say."
WALTER GREEN (Local 8)
"Glad it's over. He was getting
a dirty deal all the way through,
up to the present time. They
weren't after Bridges really; they
were bleeding our union."

Business Mug. Lauds
Stockton Health Plan
BUSINESS WEEK devoted the
great part of a page in its July
30 issue to the ILWU-PMA Welfare program, calling the Welfare
Fund an "innovator," and describing the "accomplishment" of negotiating the new Stockton, Calif.
.health contract.
Under the heading "Doctors,
Union Fund Sign Up," the national magazine said in part:
"Although labor union speakers
have often referred to the American Medical Association as the
tightest closed shop-closed union
In operation, it has never been a
friendly description. The unions
and the AMA have fought each
other on broad questions of public
policy such as a national health
program and on local practical
issues such as group medical
coverage of union members.
NEW TRAIL BLAZED
"Now; in California—were the
local units of AMA and the labor
organizations have been as deeply
antagonistic as anywhere else—
a new trail in cooperation is being
blazed by the working relationship established between a conservative county medical association and a left-wing union.
"Dental Care—The 1LWU-PMA
Welfare Fund, a joint trust of
Harry Bridges' International
Longshoremen's & Warehousemen's Union and the Pacific Maritime Association, has always been
an innovator. A year ago it
launched into the deep, uncharted
waters of dental care. Around the
same time it took an experimental flier in preventive medicine.
"Panel Problem—Now, under a
novel plan with the help of the
San Joaquin Medical Society, the
fund is providing medical and
surgical coverage for the 550
longshoremen in the port of
Stockton, Calif., and thoir families.
STOCKTON PLAN
"The Stockton health contract
accords a degree of protection not
commonly available in group
coverage. But what makes it
unique is that It bridges the
chasm between closed-panel and
open-panel health insurance.
"In California, that's an accomplishment. The California
Medical Association has watched

• HAROLD SELANDER (Local
8 member) "I thought it was a
wonderful thing. It's not true
the newcomers weren't for Harry.
I think the great majority feel
as 1 do, that he's a great labor
leader.- Most of us realize the
wages and conditions we have.
were made possible by the
struggles and sacrifices of Bridges
and others like him."
HENRY LUCH (Local 8, 31
years on the 'front) "I was at the
point of thinking there was no
justice in this country whatsoever; that decisions were bought
and paid for. This judge was
honest. It will make the longshoremen of the Pacific Coast
very happy. I have a scrap book
of clippings of all the trials. I
hope this finishes it, and I'm going to put today's story on the
cover and write: 'Cleared for
good—ease closed.'"
JERRY DAVIS (Local 8, went
through '34 strike) "I expected it.
Could not see any reason why he
should not be cleared. You bet
I felt good. All the rest of the
members will, too."
JOHN J. FOUGEROUSE (Local 8, victim of immigration service) "Once again justice has
prevailed over the vicious and
inhumane tactic§ of certain officials of the immigration department."

To Your Health!

One of a Series of Articles
with disfavor the mushrooming
On Your Health & Welfare
growth of Henry J. Kaiser's
closed-panel health plan, which
now covers 500,000 on the coast. All About Fever
In the closed-panel restriction on
Fever is a sign of illness. It shows a person's resistance,
choice of a pPkysician, the CMA
sees an assemblyline approach to how hard his body is fighting to get rid of an infection. The
medical care and a rupture of the higher the fever, the greater. is the resistance, not vice-versa.
normal relation between doctor Premature babies and very old people do not have fever; their
and patient.
resistance is low. It's the healthy young people who get fever
"As the Kaiser Foundation with illness.
Health Plan has spread, the CMA
Every household should have a thermometer for accurate
has improved its own open-panel
plan, the California Physician's measurement of possible fever. Feeling the skin for warmth
Service, by making full benefits can be misleading—hot sunshine or a child's hard playing
available to people of higher in- can make the skin feel warm when he's perfectly healthy.
come. In most counties, full CPS
Your doctor or a nurse will tell you how
coverage is available to people up
to use a thermometer. Pediatricians advise
to the $6,000 income level.
taking a child's temperature whenever you
FREE CHOICE PRAISED
suspect a fever, but not overdoing this
"Free Choice—The' Stockton
temperature taking. Putting a thermometer
contract gives workers the ecoin
a healthy child's mouth too often can
nomic benefits usually associated
make him worry, make him think he's
with closed-panel service while
sickly.
preserving the free-choice feature
inherent to the open-panel sysWHAT IS NORMAL?
(em.
Normal temperature by mouth is about
"Members of the San Joaquin
98.6 degrees. A child's rectal temperature
County Medical Society last year
is normally about a degree higher. Rectal
created the San Joaquin Foundaand mouth thermometers don't register diftion for Medical Care as the
ferently; it's the temperature that's differvehicle through-which they could
ent. Use a rectal thermometer until your
participate in the welfare fund's
child is old enough to learn not to bite a
preventive medicine experiment.
mouth one.
Now the foundation has assumed
Temperature changes during the day. During illness and
the additional role -of receiving
insurance payments from the wel- convalescence the pediatrician will ask you to use a therfare fund and paying doctors for mometer at the same hour each day.
service to the insured.
Every rise In temperature does not mean a child is sick.
"Any member of the county Running outdoors
on a hot day itself raises the temperature,
medical society may become a but this
is
not
a
sign
of illness.
member of the foundation and
On the other hand, giving children's size aspirin or a cool
thus qualify to treat those covered by the contract. So far, 125 sponge bath, common procedures to make a child feel better
of the 154 members of the society when he has a fever, reduce temperaure. Thermometer readhave qualified and the number is ings within 12 hours of such measures can be misleading as to
growing .
whether or not the child is still sick.
RESULTS TO COME
Fever during childhood is likely to go much higher than
"Insurance-company plans gen- with adults. A fever of 101 should
be reported to your doctor.
erally allow a stipulated amount When a child has
other symptoms kif illness, one of the first
for each visit to or by the doctor. things
the doctor will want to know is his temperature.
If he charges more, the patient
A persistent slight fever needs as careful investigation as
makes up the difference. Under
the Stockton plan, a patient's out- a short-term high fever. Lasting fever can point to a number
of-pocket expense is both limited of illnesses. Pinning down which one so that proper treatment
can be given sometimes takes several doctor visits to allow
and predictable . . .
"Results of the preventive observations at different times.
medicine experiment in Stockton TAKE DOCTOR'S ORDERS
are still being tabulated. FullWhen a child is ill with a high fever, it's usually not difscale medical examination with
ficult
to follow the doctor's orders on keeping him in bed. He
all the frills was made available
to any longshoreman or ware- doesn't feel well enough to protest. Following instructions on
rest during convalescence is another matter. The child will
houseman who wanted it,,."

Onomea Sugar Striie is
Settled After 2 Months
HILO, T. H. — Five hundred
and thirty ILWU Local 142 sugar
workers returned to their jobs on
July 7 after a strike which began
at the end of May, when 35 handworkers were laid off by the Onomea Sugar Company.
The layoffs throughout the
Islands have followed a pattern
In recent months, with the company ifistalling mechanical methods that displaced hand-workers.
The settlement of the strike
took place following refusal of
the company to talk to ILWU Regional Director Jack Hall or
ILWU International secretarytreasurer Louis Goldblatt, who
was in Hawaii at the time.,
The union had 'demanded severance pay equal to the pension
equity earned by ILWU workers.
The company offered severance
pay that would not meet this
equity.
The severance pay issue will be
a key item in sugar negotiations,
to begin in October, the ILWU
local announced.
In an interview with the Honolulu Advertiser, printed on July
14, ILWU secretary-treasurer
Louis Goldblatt predicted "serious trouble" this fall if the companies fail to settle the current
dispute over how much is owed
to a laid-off worker,
Goldblatt said ILWU was aware
that mechanization was "necessary for the well-being of the industry" but stated that the severance pay offered by the tompany
was "inhuman."
"You don't take a group of
people when their chances of getting other jobs are zero," Goldblatt said, "when they have no
unemployment insurance, and put
them up against the economic
gun."
• The ILWU secretary-treasurer
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said the company had refused to
discuss the human issues involved, and that he had "run into
a stone wall." "It's part of the
biggest mistake industry is making here," he said, "the unending
search for legal loopholes through
which they can avoid meeting basic human issues."
The union will support the
laid-off workers, Goldblatt told
the Advertiser, and keep them on
plantations "as living examples."
When negotiations open in the
fall, he promised, they "will be
at the bargaining table."

look and feel fine and want to be up and about.
Adults can't, or at least know they shouldn't, get up from
a sick bed and return to full activity in one day. Children may
try.
However, rest and care during convalescence can be as Important as during acute illness. Getting up too soon can mean
a relapse or more often, a new infection soon afterwards, and
thus failure to get back to full vigor and real health.
Your doctor will advise you on convalescent care for a
specific illness, but a good general rule is rest in bed at least
24 hours after temperature is normal when a fever has lasted
up to. four days. If it's lasted longer, stay in bed another
two
or three days.
During the acute stage the doctor may say something like:
"It's not serious," or "He's going to be all right." With the
knowledge and treatment methods medicine has today, the
doctor knows that the child has an excellent chance for coinplete recovery from most illnesses.
Such words, however, do not mean that the child is not
And they do not mean he can get up as soon as the feverill.
is
gone.

Counfere Kenny Kent was elected secretary of ILWU Local 13 in an election
1111 held last week after the resignation of Floyd Morgan, with pensioners acting as the ballotting committee. Shown at their posts in the Local 13 hall are ifrom the
left) Fred Russell (Local 13), W. D. Jones (Local 63), Tom Willacy 113), Charles Martin (M),
president of the pensioners' group; Harry Pothoff (13), pensioners' secretary, and L. Van Norden
(13). Other candidates were P. G. (Pete) Grassi, Jack H. Miles, Ray Poch, and Regis (Carl)
Winter. Kent had served the 1953-54 term as secretary of the
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Local 142
Lauds Win
In 5th Case

Local 17 Dedicates Building

On July 30 ILWU's Sacramento area warehouse local dedicated its new building on the corner of 4th and F Streets in Broderick. The building cost $46,225
to build: the land, purchased in 1951, cost $20,000 (and is now worth twice as much). In the three pictures above, at top a
general view of the audience in attendance at the dedication ceremonies; at lower left, an exterior shot of the building; at lower
right ILWU secretary-treasurer Louis Goldblatt, who gave the dedication address. The center photograph shows some of the
warehouse local's charter members, and others. They are, left to right, sifting: Frank West, Adolph Castro and Ernie Nelson, all
charter members and, at table, Walter Arndt, Local 17 vice-president: standing, in the same order, Ben Davis, local president
and charter member, Basil Crutcher, ditto, John Clark, who is a charter member and was the first vice-president of the local
(1935), Frank Thompson (charter member and present secretary-treasurer), Bill Plouffe (recording secretary) and Claude
Thompson,(sergea nt-at-arms.)
—Dispatrher Photos

Mininum Wage Goes Up to $1 an
Hour; And That Is As Far As If Goes
WASHINGTON
The bin raises the present 75c
The $1 federal minimum wage bill was on federal minimum to $1 an hour.
its way to the White House for This Is 10e more than the EisenPresident Eisenhower's signature hower administration, wanted, but
August 1 after the conference ver- Is We an hour below what organsion of the measure was cleared ized labor called for. The new
by both House and Senate in the minimum goes into effect next
adjournment rush. It is con- March 1. Protection of the wage.
sidered certain here that the hour law is not extended to any
President will sign it because new groups of workers by the
Labor Secretary James Mitchell bill, but members of both House
has stated he will recommend ap- and Senate labor committees have
proval.
pledged early action in 1956 on

Publishers in SF
Seen as Biased

HONOLULU — The executive
board members of ILWU Local
142, July 30, unanimously adopted
a resolution in which the US
Court decision for ILWU President Harry Bridges was termed
"an encouraging sign of changing
times."
The executive board, which is
the union's highest policy making
body between conventions, declared the charges against Bridges
were "phony" and asserted that
"all decent people in the nation"
will support Bridges in the event
Attorney General Herbert Brownell's department of injustice appeals.
The resolution said:
THE LAST TIME (?)
"Federal Judge Louis Goodman's decision acquitting Harry
Bridges of charges that he was
once a member of the Communist
Party is really the fifth time that
Bridges has defeated the persecution against him. We earnestly
hope and expect that the pressure
of public opinion will make it
the last time that he has to face
these phony charges.
"After twenty years of unsuccessful efforts to jail or deport
Bridges, it should be time to halt
the attempts to behead the MM.,.
"Before this Fifth Bridges case,
an official of our union was asked
what was behind the new trial.
His answer: 'Four unsuccessful
cases!' Let's not have a sixth
case. It is time for political persecution to cease in America if
we wish to continue telling the
world that we have freedom of
speech and assembly and that we
are a strong and democratic nation.
PEACE IS NEAR
"Bridges' acquittal comes at a
time when the hopes of the common people for a peaceful world
appear closer to realization than
at any time in the last two decades. Perhaps It is an encouraging sign of changing times. We
hope that it is and that America
will soon return to the tolerance
and democracy that was once our
proud tradition and heritage.
"Changing times or not, the
support of the membership of
Local 142 for Brother Harry
Bridges has never wavered. It
has been steadfast and unceasing,
even when things appeared the
darkest. That support has now
been vindicated.
"Whether the prosecution appeals the Bridges' case to the
higher courts is immaterial. An
honest judge, unswayed by
political considerations and pressures, has held that the so-called
evidence against Bridges is 'unconvincing.' If the so-called evi-.
denee is the best that the
government can produce after
twenty years of gumshoeing and
spending millions of dollars, few
people will disagree with the fact
that it's time to stop.
BRIDGES BACKED
"Bridges will have the support
and sympathy not only of ILWU
members, but of all decent people
in the nation, if Brownell's department of injustice appeals the
acquittals
"Local 142 and its membership
have been with Bridges all the
way, as they are with Regional
Director Jack W. Hall.
"The Bridges' acquittal is one
down. There is one more to go-the Hall case—and we will win
that one, too!"

After 209 Years—.
Princeton Hires Negro

PRINCETON, N. J.— For the
first time in its 209-year history
SAN FRANCISCO — The San Princeton University has
app9intFrancisco Publishers Association, ed a Negro professor to its islet&
broadening coverage.
now negotiating with the San ty. Ile is Dr. Charles T. Davis, 37A particularly sinking weakFrancisco-Oakland Newspaper year-old graduate of Dartmouth,
ness in the present bill is its failwho is an authority on Walt Whiture to extend any kind of increase Guild (CIO), has flatly refused to man.
in the minimum to Puerto Rico, include in the contract a union
After obtaining his doctorate at
where the average hourly wage demand for a clause against dis- New York University, Dr.
Davis
now paid is 53 cents. The new crimination for race, color, creed served as assistant
professor of
legislation increases the wage dif- or national origin.
English on the faculty there.
ferential between Puerto Rico and
The employers said such a
the US mainland by 25 cents an clause is "unnecessary," though
The income of US wheat farmhour. Commercial interests in the no 'non-whites are employed at ers is expected to decline from
island territory lobbied success- present on any major San Fran- around 52.1 billion in 1953 to
as
fully for this objective.
cisco daily.
low as 51.6 billion in 1955.
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informer
Gimmick to
Face Test
WASHINGTON — The ,govern
merit's system of political denun
elation by secret informants
whose reliability, motives and
existence are unverifiable faces a
new legal test here in the case of
William H. Taylor, official of the
International Monetary Fund.
Taylor's attorney, former Demo.
erotic Representative Byron Scott
of California, announced July 21
he would fight the issue on three
levels immediately after Taylor
was asserted to have "engaged in
espionage and subversive activity
against the US" by International
Organizations Employes Loyalty
Board. This board is made up of
US security men whose opinions
are merely advisory to the IMF,
which is an international organization.
BENTLEY DUCKS
Taylor a monetary expert and
former employe of the treasury
department, was named by the
much-used indicator, Elizabeth
Bentley, as part of an alleged
"espionage ring," Taylor denied
the charges, challenged Bentley
to submit proof and to permit
cross-examination of her tales.
She and the committees of Congress which used her never permitted such a cross-examination.
The board accusing Taylor said
it had "many sources" of information against him, but did not
name them. Scott said he would
ask the board to rehear the case.
He said he had also asked the
Senate civil service subcommittee
investigating misuse of the seem.?
ity program to look into the matter. He planned, in addition, a
court test of the whole secret
denunciation system as a denial
of due process of law. Scott said:
"The action of the loyalty board
is an unbelievable thing to me.
They have in effect, convicted
Mr. Taylor, without due process
of law, on evidence upon which
four grand juries have refused
to indict him. They have accepted
unsworn testimony of unidentified witnesses against his sworn
testimony in refutation.
4`fif course, none of these unidentified witnesses was presented against him at the hearing, so we had no opportunity to
eross-examine them or test their
credibility."
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Georgia Will Fire
Un-Biased Tecchers
MONTGOMERY, Alit
Georgia-style thought control
for teachers was brought up in
the Alabama legislature when
state senator Sam Englehardt
of Macon county announced on
the floor of the upper chamber
that any Nergo teacher advoeating integration in his home
county would be summarily
fired.
His fellow blaelvbelter, Senptor Albert Davis of Pickens,
followed by introducing a hil
which would Modify the
teacher tenure law to permit
local school boards to fire
teachers by unanimous vote,
without stating a reason. He
did not mention segregation,
but the context was clear.
Dr. Gordon A. Rodgers of
Anniston, who is president of
the state conference of the National Association for the Advancement of Colored People.
promisedall-out defense of any
victimized teachers.

Gains Made
In New Pact
At Meyer Co.
LOS ANGELES — The ILWU
Local 26 standard waste materials
industry contract was signed last
week with Ernest Meyer Company, after management recognized the union without asking
for an election.
Workers gained wage increases
ranging from 5 to 15 cents an
hour, 5 days' sick leave a year,
paid vacations, and $8.79 a month
per worker for health and welfare
protection.
The contract was negotiated by
Roberta Siegers, Business Agent
Hy Orkin and International Organizer Chet Meske.

San Francisco Has a
New Port Co-ordinator
SAN FRANCISCO
The Port
of San Francisco announced this
The pensioners club of the San Francisco Bay Area enter'ained week it has established a new
ve Year Parity with a buffet luncheon and refreshments July 6 at Pier 18 in San port coordinator's office to work
Francisco, to celebrate the fifth birthday of the ILWU-PMA pension fund. One of the guests, with cargo shippers and consignees and the transport industry
second from right at top, was Second Vice President Germain Bu1cke of ILWU. At left below in
speeding up the movement of
are oldtirlers M. Olsen and Knut Billing. At right is George T. Trotter standing by flowers he cargo to and from San Francisco
furnished for the occasion. His hobby is raising them.
piers.

Fi

Scabs Quit, Strikers Tried
in Godchaux Sugar Strike
RESERVE, La. — Thirty-five outside strikebreaker show up for
strikebreakers packed their bags work. Practically the whole town
and marched out of the Godchaux turned out to support the pickets
sugar refinery in a body, amid as a fleet of empty company cars
reports of shooting inside the and busses waited in vain to haul
strikebound plant.
the non-existent scabs through
The departing scabs showed the lines. The crowd booed backunionists their luggage as they to-work appeals by company
went through the picketlines in brass.
Meanwhile, 31 Godchaux strikreverse, never to return. They
were among scabs recruited in a ers, including the entire execucompany dragnet operation from tive board of UPWA Local 1124,
as far as 200 miles away. Reports are currently on trial here, facof gunplay among the scabs were ing jail terms and heavy fines on
officially denied, but pickets re- charges of contempt of a sweepported seeing an ambulance leave ing restraining order. The
women of the parish (county)
the plant.
In nearby Gramercy, the have launched a petition drive
highly-touted "grand reopening" for the recall of Judge L. R.
of the strikebound Colonial Sugar Rivarde, who issued the injuncRefinery announced for June 20 tion and has already sent seven
turned into a grand reaffirmation men to jail for alleged violations.
The restraining order placed
of union solidarity in the
eleventh week of strike. Not a all persons within the jurisdiction
single member of United Pack- of the court under the court's
inghouse Workers (CIO) Local control, whether or not they are
1167 broke ranks, nor did a single connected with the strike.

San Pedro Pensioners &
Kids Turn Out to Picnic
SAN PEDRO—About 475 pensioners and their grandchildren
attended the third annual Pensioners Picnic at Point Fermin
Park in July. L. B. Thomas was
the principal speaker at the affair
and entertainment included accordion music.
Barbecued steaks, fish and hot
dogs were prepared by members
of ILWU Loyal 33, under the direction of Anthony Sokolich,
George Ivankovich and Melinko
Kolumbic, and were served by

Rim
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The Payoff!
SMITHFIELD, Va. — The
CIO Packinghouse Workers
lost an election here on April
27 at the Smithfield Packing
Company. This is how it happened: •
The company started a company union. A reign of terror
was instituted, with workers
threatened with loss of jobs,
homes and credit if they voted
CIO.
The anti-CIO campaign was
nin by the state's attorney.
general, a Smithfield lawyer.
On election day the state patrol locked the plant, patrolled
it like a concentration camp.
Workers were threatened with
bodily harm if CIO won.
CIO lost — 289 to 176, although 405 of 519 eligible to
vote had signed pledge cards.
Plant owner Joe Luter
(Smithfield Packing Company)
called a meeting on May 2,
and told the workers:
"I forgive the 176 who were
fooled by the CIO, and I thank
the 289 who voted for (the
company union). However, I
spent 650,000 to defeat the
CIO and all of you are going
to pay me my money hark;
so there will be no wage increases, hours of work will be
cut one hour, and I want the
same amount of production.
Also, the Christmas bonus will
be cut and there may be no
vacations this year."

members of Women's Auxiliary it
under the leadership of Rossi
Larsen.
"We want to express our deep
appreciation of the help of the
fishermen and the ladies in makAbout $4.2 billion will be spent
ing our picnic a success," Pen- on new road eonstruktion during
Martin
sioners President Charles
1955, the Chicago Federal Resaid. '
serve Bank estimates, roughly
On the picnic committee, besides Martin, were Harry Pothoff, one-tenth of all construction. This
Paul Meta°, Fred Russell and is about 20 per cent above the
1954 expenditures.
Carl Anderson, all of Local 13.

ILWU Sports Committee
Donates to Eight Groups
WILMINGTON — Donations of
$100 each were made recently by
the ILWU Sports Committee to
eight organizations which have
active sports programs for children in the harbor area. Organizations included are Boys Clubs,
Y.M.C.A.'s, the Recreational Park
Center Little League (children's
softball), and the Wilmington
Catholic Parish.
Sports Committee Chairman
Fred Ponce (of Local 13) announced that the funds were
given the groups because -they
were already organized and had
instructors and going programs.
The Sports Committee itself has
not yet had time to develop a
program nor to acquire necessary

Local 6 East Bay
Picnic on Aug. 14
OAKLAND
ILWU Local 6
(East Bay) announced last week
that its annual picnic would be
held this year on August 14 at
Marsh Creek Springs Park, about
32 miles east of this city.
The annual affair will provide
the usual "entertainment in the
form of various contests and
games: softball, tug-of-war, races
for the kids, horseshoe pitching
and other activities.
Refreshments and food will be
served beginning at 11 cm.
sports committee chairman Ari.
Pearl said.
Proceeds of the picnic, after
expenses are covered, will go to
the sports committee for its many
year-around activities.
Admission will be 25 cents per
person, parking 25 cents.

instructors. "Later on," Ponce
said, "when our own program is
underway, we'll have organized
groups to meet in competition."
The ILWU group has an option
on Pabst Field (former training
field of the Seattle Rainiers baseball club), and is starting a minimum program there, with softball
planned both for adults and for
the Little League. One of the
rooms of the field's clubhouse
will be set up as a boxing gymnasium and instructions in boxing
will be given.
Represented on the ILWU
Sports Committee are Locals 13,
63, 94, and 26. Secretary of the
group is Pete Petrov of Local 33.

Local 6 Wants
Security at 60
SAN FRANCISCO — ILWU
Local 6, under signature of its
secretary treasurer, Richard Lynden, has asked all Northern California congressmen to vote for a
bill that would lower the present
age limit for social security payments to 80.
The letter, sent July 14, *aid:
Your support of the present bill
to lower the age to 62 will be a
step in the right direction. However, we hope to see it lowered
to 60 because of the employment
opportunities. We have first-hand
experience of the difficulty which
men and women both experience
when they pass 55 or 60."
Net profits of 13,323 insured
commercial banks in the US increased by 21 per cent in 1954.
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How the Witch Hunters
Were Licked by Quakers
SOUTH NORWOOD, Mass.—
Mrs. Mary Knowles, a professional librarian employed by the
public library here, was fired and
blacklisted when Senator Jenner's witch hunting committee
came to town.
Mrs. Knowles, it seems, was
also secretary—a volunteer job—
to the director of the Samuel
Adams School in Boston, which
had found itself on the Attorney
General's "subversive" list.
Hired again by the William
Jeanes Memorial Library in
a town of
Plymouth Meeting
Mrs. Knowles was
600 people
rapidly given permanent standing after being a temporary
worker.
The William Jeanes Library,
operated by the Quakers (Society

of Friends), was also supported
by subsidies from other counties
in Massachusetts.
QUAKERS STAND FAST
So, a campaign began against
Mrs. Knowles, initiated by "leading" townspeople, the local American Legion and Daughters of the
American Revolution. They demanded that the Quakers fire
Mrs. Knowles, as having "dangerous thoughts." The Quakers re-

fused.

Two townships and the Community Chest stopped financial
contributions to the library. The
Plymouth Township School Board
forbade teachers to take children
to the library, but the children
disobeyed—they liked the library
and Mrs. Knowles.
Suddenly Robert M. Hutchins,
former president of the University of Chicago and present head
of the Fund for the Republic,
solved the library's financial
problems. The Fund for the ReTwenty years ago the 6 men seated here (together with 4
public donated $5,000.
others), met and decided to apply for a charter from the
Said Dr. Hutchins: "I hope that
ILA-AFL for the employes of Fisher Flouring Mills (Seattle). They were the charter members of
Plymouth Meeting's example will
what later became ILWU Local 9. Here they are seated in Northwest Regional Director Bill
be followed elsewhere in AmerGettings house, following a party in their honor by the warehouse local. They are: John Parica, particularly when our lisons (General Mills), Frank King, Roy Eagan, Sam Dyer, William T. Wieling (Fisher) and Hugh
tarSAN FRANCISCO—The second braries—which seem to be a
Bradshaw (Local 9 secretary). Three of the four original charter members have died and one annual
censors—
get
self-appointed
for
Picnic
ILWU Pensinners
long since left the industry. Local 9 still meets jointly with the AFL Grain Millers Joint Council will be held on August 28 at are involved."
and the cereal mill employes to negotiate working agreements for mill workers in Oregon, Napredak Park in- Santa Clara
Washington and Idaho. The party was given on May 21.
County, it was announced last
week by the arrangements com.
mittee.
The success of the 'first pensioners' picnic last year stimulated the oldtimers to make the
function an annual affair. There
will be entertainment, refreshments and dancing—modern and
SEATTLE—New officers ofethe
6. Advocating the recognition old-style.
ILWU Puget Sound District CounWASHINGTON, D. C.—The de- jority of the merirsbers of the
of the Chinese Peoples Republic;
partment of justice, under orders Union."
Napredak Park may be-reached cil a ILWU Auxiliaries were in7. Opposing the rearmament of from San Francisco by driving stalled here in June by Mrs.
How this could have been done,
of US Attorney-General Herbert
J. Brownell, moved on July 28 to the Brownell petition does not Germany and Japan.
south on US 101 to Sunnyvale, Valerie Taylor, president of the
(ILWU recognized the threat of then about 2% miles south of Federated Auxiliaries.
cite the International Union of indicate. In fact, it indicates to
Mine, Milt & Smelter Workers the contrary, since it makes a the Brownell-Butler Act as far Sunnyvale (still on 101), the
They are: president, Rhoda
as a "communist-infiltrated" or- frontal assault on the ideas pub- back as September, 1954, when Laurence Road will be found and Wallin (Bellingham); vice-presilished in the union's paper, its International Executive Board a right turn made for a drive of dent, Taimi Kalyala (Aberdeen);
ganization.
The action against Mine-Mill "Mine-Mill Union," at the policies said:
thepay
rr itA rk. (There is a secretary-treasurer, Elsie LemneRro.)wf
.:a
mile Agas
was the first taken under the publicly adopted by the union ILWU WARNING
station at the cor-_ mert; council reporter. Mildred
Norwalk
("The real purpose of this
so-called Communist Control Act at conventions and in secret referChaplin (New Westminster, B.C.).
of 1954 (Brownell-Butler Act), endum ballots of the membership. legislative monstrosity is to
The meeting was held in the
our
dissent
in
land.
all
silence
many
hinted
at
and bad been
IDEAS ARE SUBVERSIVE
ILWU
hall here, with delegates
Bay
East
and
Oakland
From
subas
labelling
the
permits
It
times in the last year.
The sort of ideas promoted by
26 (New WestOnly three weeks earlier one and "support" given by Mine- yersive and the punishment of points, pensigners should drive from Auxiliaries
(Bellingham), 2 (Abof Brownell's assistants, William Mill to what Brownell calls the any group of citizens who criticize to Hayward, cross the San Mateo minster), 6
(Seattle) present.
F. Tompkins, announced that the "world communist movement" ,government policy, fight for Bay Bridge to San Mateo, get off erdeen) and 3
Bayshore onto 101 main road to
Council problems were dishigher wages or call a strike."
Act would shortly be used.
may be read between the lines
(This Executive Board state- Sunnyvale, then follow the in- cussed and reports received from
TOLD BUSINESSMEN
of the petition to SACB filed by
ment was reaffirmed by the 11th structions in the paragraph above. all auxiliary delegates.
These
Justice
Department.
the
Tompkins was speaking, signifiBiennial Convention of ILWU in
Gray Line buses will also be
cantly enough, before the Hous- include:
April, when it available, and will leave Pier 14
last
Long
Beach
ton (Texas) Rotary Club, • Collection of funds for organ- said:
(SF) at 10 a.m. The bus ride will
organization of big businessmen. izations Brownell feels are "Com("We do intend to fight with be free to pensioners who have
He was careful not to name any munist";
every resource at our command paid their Recreation Fund dues
Individual union as the immedi- * "Obstruction of the investi- any attempt to prevent this union
August.
WILMINGTON — The twenty
ate target of the anti-labor legis- gations of Congressional Commit- from continuing to make its own through
who have paid these winch drivers borrowed by ILWU
Pensioners
House
the
..
.
including
.
tees
.
lation, but did refer to those
decide.
members
its
as
policies
dues will receive, with their Au- Local 13 from Local 10 in San
unions—including 1LWU—which Committee on Un-American Ac("In such a fight we ask and gust pension checks, two free ad- Francisco have returned to their
were "expelled" from the CIO in tivities . .";
of this mission tickets, which are to be home
local, as the work load here
• "Use of the organizations and expect every member
1949.
matter what his belief exchanged at the picnic gate for dropped to normal.
Under the provisions of the facilities of the said Union to . union—no leave
to
and
job
the
bias—to
or
two free refreshment tickets.
Here for 30 days, the winch
Act, Brownell has now "cited" disseminate propaganda in supunited group
The arrangements committee drivers made up gangs to handle
Mine-Mill before the Subversive port of the aims and objectives appear as a solidly government
or
court
any
before
Activities Control Board, and of Communist organizations • • .";
consists of H. Christensen, Frank the peak season work. This is
(use of) the Union pub- board, if necessary, to protect the Davis, Frank Malony, Ben Ped- the first time that Loeal 13 has
that Board will hold hearings at •
union.
which the government will pre- lication as an instrument to supranti, Jack Ryan, Reuben Swan- had to bring in workers from
("As we see it, what is at stake
son, H. C. Thompson, Edward W. other ILWU locals because of
sent its "evidence" against Mine- port and promote the aims and
here is our right to fight, to make
the work load.
Zeisig and John Zillich.
Mill, and Mine-Mill will endeavor objectives of Communist organour policies—and evet to make
izations . ."
to disprove the charges,
mistakes so long as'we make
PAPER ArrAcKED
CAN BE BARRED
them ourselves.")
(The Mine-Mill paper, read by
Should the Board decide that
It is expected here that one of
the union is an "infiltrated" or- all its members and whose the Major justice department witganization, it can be barred from columns are open to all candidates nesses against the union will be
the facilities of the National for union office, has vigorously its former president Reid RobinLabor Relations Board and can promoted the sort of militant, son, who has been reported at
lose other rights provided by the rank and file unionism familiar various times in financial and
Labor-Management Relations Act to ILWU members. It has fought alcoholic difficulties. A recently
oppressive labor legislation such scheduled hearing of the Senate
(Taft-Hartley).
There is also a provision of the as the Smith Act, Taft-Hartley, internal security subcommittee to
Brownell-Butler Act which makes the McCarron and McCarran- star Robinson as a witness was
It possible, in such an instance, Walter Acts. It has called for mysteriously called off after two
for 20 per cent of the members peaceful coexistence between na- or three delays.
of the cited union to petition for tions with differing economic
an election to replace their "Com- Systems and has fought vigorously
for the rights of the many mimunist" officers.
Mine-Mill reacted on the same nority groups that compose its
day of the citation, charging that membership of 100,000 workers.)
Specifically cited by Brownell
the purpose of the action was to
LOS ANGELES — Wages take
break its month-old nation-wide as evidence of Communist infil2 cents an hour
/
strike in the non-ferrous metals tration are such convention ac- Via cents of the 71
package deal recently concluded
industry. (See story on Page 13.) tions as these:
1. Advocating a united front between ILWU Local 26 and DesVIED
kr Rubber and Muehlstein comIn his petition to the SACB. against fascist aggression;
2. Advocating a boycott of panies. The other 5 cents goes
Brownell alleged that the union
"is and has been under the domi- Japanese, German and Italian into Health and Welfare provisions, which become effective
nation and control of members goods;
3-year-old Gwendolyn Taylor Is
3. Demanding repeal of the September 1.
of communist organizations and
shown in traction at Kaiser FounContract talks with the compahas been made into an instrument Neutrality Act and assistance to
for the promotion and advance- the Spanish Republic.- when it nies, which negotiate together, dation Hospital in Los Angeles with a fractured leg and other
ment of the aims and objectives was under attack by Hitler and were handled* by Jesse Jones, injuries received in an automobile accident. Her mother comBernice Jelks arid Adele Padilla forts her. She was taken to-the hospital by a Kaiser ambulance.
of communist organizations, for- Mussolini;
of Muehlstein; and Curly Thompeign communist governments and CONVENTION ACTIONS
Her father, Joe Taylor is Local 26 steward at Alpert and Alpert.
4. Calling for a second front in son, Albert McIntosh, Martin Herthe world communist movement."
thing of all," said Taylor, "is that our contract with
"Luckiest
Desser.
of
Matuz
Joe
and
nandez
This "domination," Brownell Europe;
plan coverage went into effect less than two hours
healthits
siVice-Pre
assisted)by
5. Opposition to the Truman They were
withsays,"has been achieved
before the accident happened."
dent George Lee.
out knowledge of the great ma. Doctrine, the Marshall Plan;

Pensioners
Bay Picnic
August 28

Charter Members

New Chiefs
Installed by
Puget Women

Mine-Mill Is Attacked. In
First Test of Brownell Law

Local 10 Winch
Men Back in SF

7c Package Is
Won By Local 26

II
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3 New Houses Organized
By ILWU Local 6 in Oakland
OAKLAND—Three new warehouses were,organized in the last
Iwo months by ILWU Local 6
(Oakland Division). They are Zabels Food Products, North American Manufacturing & Sales and
Stevenson Warehouse Company,
who employ among them 38
workers.
The organizing job was done by
Local 6 business agent Joe Blasquez, assisted in the first two instances by Dave Hipolito and Ole
Fagerhaugh, Owens-Illinois chief
steward. Negotiating assistance
was given by Local 6 BA's Paul
Heide and Bill Burke.
TWO STRIKES
The Zabel management was
first contacted on April 7, when
recognition was demanded. When
it was refused, the 27 workers involved struck. There were 21
women an 6 men.
A t0-day agreement was
reached the next day, but when

the company refused to bargain
in good faith another strike was
called on may 9—together with
a strike at North American Manufacturing & Sales.
Agreement was reached with
the two houses on June 2; recognition was granted by both and
wages went up from $1 an hour
for women and $1.25 for men, to
$1.35 for women and $1.45 for
men. Seniority and hiring procedures were also agreed upon.
These two plants process lish
products,
THIRD CONTRACT WON
The Stevenson Warehouse Company (employing 10) contacted
Blasquez during the 11th Biennial Convention and offered warehouse rates ($1.85 an hour) for
an operation at a terminal it had
leased.
Blasquez refused the offer and
after 2 weeks of negotiation,
agreement was reached (April
25) whereby the company agreed
to be bound by the Local 6—East
Bay Terminal Operators contract,
with a starting rate of.$2.21. Assistance was given by Albie Marino. The company runs a bulk
barley operation,

ILA Gives a
Plaque to
•
John L. Lewis Gains Won
at
Scrap Plants
By Local 26

WASHINGTON—A committee
of rank-and-file members of the
independent International Longshoremen's Association personally
thanked President John L. Lewis
of the United Mine Workers July
27 for helping the ILA fight off
LOS ANGELES—ILWU Local
raids by the AFL.
26 members at nine -scrap plants
The group, accompanied by in this area, under a master eonILA President William Bradley, tract, won 5 cents an hour wage
presented Lewis with a plaque increase in a new contract apwith an inscription expressing proved by the menibership last
our everlasting gratitude for week.
saving this union from destrueAnother major gain in the new
tion." Raymond Connors, a work- agreement provides for a wage
lug longshoreman from ILA opening October 1, the same date
Local 791, made the presentation, as the re-opening provision at
Accepting it, Lewis said:
Berg Metals, largest of the plants
"It is a symbol of the coral- in the area. Lipsett Steel, another
dence between your organization major firm in the industry and
and the United Mine Workers of like Berg not under the master
America. It will be preserved as contract, has a re-opening Nov. 1.
Union officials see the proximsuch in the archives of our organization." The- plaque bears ity of the re-opening dales as a
an •inscription praising Lewis as major benefit in bargaining.
"the outstanding labor statesman
Wage gains at the nine plants
of his time, whose consecrated are retroactive to June 27.
effort, inspired leadership and
Negotiating committee memresolute purpose has achieved hers were Manuel Alvarez, Fredmore than any other individual's die Page, Ed Perry, John Virgil,
in giving due dignity to the work- John Moses, Lomis White, Danny
lag Man regardless of race, color Sanders, Solomon Telles and Robor creed, and in raising the ert Ilearn, assisted by Vice-presistandards of labor in the US,"
dent George Lee.

shot was taken in the Local 10 oldtimers' room
Pensioners Plug Building This
(Pier 16, SF) as retired dock workers belonging to
Locals 10 and 91 stuffed envelopes and folded letters for the mounting campaign to get the
San Francisco Bay Area Longshoremen's Memorial Association Building going. All 4,500 members of the longshore local recently received letters urging prompt payment of the $200 donation voted last year, so that construction can begin. The Building Association launched a
slogan: "Pay up—Get it started!" The oldtimers doing the folding and stuffing volunteered
for the job; no compensation was offered them, but they need a new recreation room—and soon.

Who Says Bosses Are
Smarter Than Workers?
CHICAGO—If you've always
known that union stewards
are smarter than foremen, this
will come as no surprise to
you. A group here called the
James A. Patton Management
Engineers tested the foremen
and shop stewards of 35 plants,
and found this:. In practical
judgment, the union men were
exactly twice as bright as the
bosses' spokesmen. In vocabulary, stewardg scored more
than a third higher, and
slightly higher in math as well.
They never did get around to
scoring top management.

Break Comes in 31-Day-Old
Mine-Mill Metals Strike
DENVER—A breakthrough in was calculated at about 13'2 cents
the 31-day-old non-ferrous metals in value.
lt also called for substantial imindustry strike was announced on
provements in the company-wide
August 1 by the International
Union of Mine, Mill and Smelter
Workers,
A I5!2 cent settlement has been
reached with the Phelps-Dodge
Company in negotiations at Douglas, Arizona which lasted till 6
o'clock that morning. The package is expected to furnish a pattern for the industry.
The settlement was to be submitted to the membership of
Phelps-Dodge locals for ralification at meetings this week. It will
also be submitted to the 22-member National Wage Policy Committee of the union.
WAGE GAMS WON
The settlement calls for wage
increases ranging from
cents
to 17'2 cents, The wage feature

health and welfare plan. for
which the company will contribute an added 2 cents an hour.
The health-welfare plan improvements provide for virtually
complete coverage for employees'
dependents at Company hospitals,
including free TO0111 and board,
free medical care and free surgery. It also provides for a "major
medical benefit" of up to 75 per
cent of $2,000 to eover costs in
cases of "disaster" illness.
The health program calls for
coverage in the event a dependent or employee must have specialist care outside the PhelpsDodge hospitals.
The program is to be operated
by a joint committee representing
both the union and management.

ILWU Auxiliaries in Pugef Sound
Area Meet to Form New Council
SEATTLE — Members of the of the 1LWU Vedeiated AuxilMIXT() Auxiliaries of' the Puget. iaries outlined the agenda for the
Sound District met here June 16 meeting, and the following ofto form a ditriet council of the ficers were elected:
President; Mrs. Rhoda Wallin
organization, Mrs Mildred Chaplin, reporter for the council an- (Bellingham); vice - president:
nounced.
Mrs. Taimi Kaiyaia (Aberdeen);
Delegates present represented secretary - treasurer: Mrs. Elsie
auxiliaries in Seattle, Bellingham
and Aberdeen, Washington, as Lambert (Seattle) and reporter:
Mrs. Mildred Chaplin (New Westwell as New Westminster, B. C.
Mrs. Valerie Taylor, president minster).

Change of Address
News Week reporter Leonard Slater (center) inter"Save Our Fishermen" views
ILWU Local 33 Secretary-Treasurer Anthony Sokolich and Mrs. Anthony Xitco, chairwoman of the Save Our Fishermen Committee in San Pedre,
after canneries announced that they were going to cut the price for albacore from $310 a ion
to $270 and for blue fin tuna from $300 to $260. Twenty tuna boats now lie in the harbor, with
2,500 tons of fish aboard, and the rest of the fleet is refusing to go out under the new prices for
delivered fish. In San Diego, 64 boats (almost half the fleet of that port) are tied up with an
estimated 12 to 13 thousand tons of fish in their holds. Meanwhile, the fight for a tariff and a
quota system on imported Japanese tuna continues, with ILWU locals up and down the coast
urging congress to take immediate steps to save the American fishing industry. The Save Our
Fishermen Committee, composed of the wives of fishermen, boatowners and businessmen in San
Pedro and San Diego, has sent out nearly 60,000 letters to groups and individuals urging them
to support the fight for a tariff and a quota system for imported fish. In the background is Mel
kolumbic, also of Local 33.

If you change your address fill in the following blank
and mail to The Dispatcher, 150 Golden Gate Ave., San
Francisco 2, Calif. Please print, and be sure to include your
Local number.
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The Victory Belongs To the
Union as Bridges Wins 5th

July 9a
6. inod a10
4w
nd children
Fun in the Woods On
Locals .

parents inT
belong
ilcent°ll
Park in
the East Bay. The camp-out w,IA organized by ILWU Auxiliary 17 and boys and girls from 7 to
12 wercinvitecl for the 2-day affair. It cost $1.50 per child and covered Saturday dtnner, campfire snacks, Sunday breakfast and lunch, as well as transportation and incidentals. Twelve kids
participaied with three overnight supervisors in charge, and four day-time assistants.
owhosen a ecamp-out

Auto Workers Are Indicted
in Test of Taft-Hartley Law
WASHINGTON — CIO and
United Auto Workers and Attorney General Herbert Brownell,
Jr., drew up their battle lines
here July 20 for a test of the TaftHartley law restriction on labor's
right to spend money to elect
friendly candidates to federal office. The UAW has been indicted
in Detroit.
In the 1954 election campaign,
the union appealed over the radio
and TV for the election of Democratic candidates, including Senator Patrick McNamara, who defeated the well-financed Homer
Ferguson. The indictment charges
the use of dues money for this
politicel purpose, whereas the
union declares the programs were
financed by voluntary contributions of VA,W members.
BROWNELL ATTACKS
Brownell, trying to put the best
possible front on the case, assorted: "The law under which the
UAW has been indicted in Detroit
applies to banks, corporations
and labor organizations. It prohibits all such organizations from
making any contributions or expenditures in connection with any
election to office of a senator or
representative in Congress." He
made no mention of the Taft
Hartley law.
Actually, the point at issue is
Section 304 of Taft-Hartley, which
extended the ban on political contributions in federal elections
from banks and corporations to
include unions, for the first time.
It was for this reason that C10.
AFL and other labor groups have
set up separate political action
funds and political committees.
UAW President Walter Reuther.
here for a CIO executive board
meeting and unity talks with AFL
leaders, said: "The UAW-C10 welcomes a test on the constitutional
right of a labor union to express
its point of view on political issues and other matters of broad
public policy through the purchase and use of radio and television time.
REUTHER REPLIES
"The UAW-CIO has complied
with both the spirit and the letter
of the law dealing with political
expenditures, and we are coatident that the courts will uphold
our right to freedom of expression in accordance with the constitutional guarantees as set forth
In the Bill of Rights."
Reuther repeated UAW accusations that the grand jury probe
in Michigan was launched after
pressure by John Feikens, GOP
state committee head, and Arthur
Surnmerfield, former Michigan

General Motors dealer and now upon the constitutionality of this
Postmaster General in the Eisen- section." Murray commented on
hower cabinet.
this point:
The section of the T-H law
"We regret that a majority of
Brownell seeks to enforce was the court did not deem it approchallenged early in 1948 by Philip priate to rule at this time on the
Murray, then (10 president, who constitutionality of the entire
ordered the CIO News to earn' political expenditures clause of
an endorsement of Representative the act. We are confident that
Edward Garmatz (D., Md.) who this clause and many other prowas running for the House in a visions of this law violate •basic
special election in Baltimore. constitutional rights."
Murray was arrested in the test MUCH AT STAKE
ease, but the charges were thrown
Observers here see tremendous
out by Judge Ben Moore on March
stakes in the outcome of the
13 of that year.
UAW case. With the perspective
VIOLATED RIGHTS
of a united labor movement beMoore ruled that the T-H ban fore the 1956 election, anti-labor
on political expenditures by un- political forces fear labor's
ions "is an unconstitutional strength in political action. They
abridgment of freedom of hope to curtail the effectiveness
speech, freedom of the press and of labor's work to defeat reacfreedom of assembly." On June tionaries and elect candidates
21, 1948, the US Supreme Court favorable to the workers.
upheld Moore, though it specifiA clear-cut challenge to the
cally refrained from ruling on the political action ban, if the Suconstitutionality of the Section preme Court wants to rule on it,
304 political action ban. It said could knock out that part of the
only that the ban did not apply T-H law. Or a case by the UAW
in the case of normal conduct of to the effect that its radio proa regular publication like the CIO grams were within the law could
News.
Clarify how far the free speech
Justice Stanley Reed said: "We amendment protects labor politiexpress no opinion as to the scope cal action even within the T-H
of this section where different ban on political expenditures by
circumstances exist and none unions.

Conviction of
Ryan Reversed

ment to the court: "There are
few things as truly important today as that the law shall remain
the law in this country, and at
all its courts, wherever they sit
. . I, myself, have had the opportunity to see in Germany the
miserable remains of a society
in which judges failed their calling—judges whose opinions became glued to the path of least
resistance.
". . a judgment for the respondent in this ease will not, in
the deepest sense, be a judgment
against the government or for
Harry Bridges, or for or against
anyone touched by this controversy. A judgment for the respondent will be a judgement that
the law abides here and that will
be its own full justification."
(For summary of the final arguments and complete opinion of
the court see pages 4, 5, 6,1.)

UMW Asks
For Surplus
Foodstuffs
Legislation
WASHINGTON
pushed by the United Mine Workers to get some of the government's huge stocks of surplus
grains ground into edible form
for distribution to hungry 'Americans was on the way to President
Eisenhower for signature August 1.
The action was a triumph for
the UMW, which virtually alone
fought for the bill to relieve
hunger in the midst of plenty.
The government's multi-million
dollar store of wheat, corn and
other grains was being shipped
abroad for publicity and goodwill
purposes for years. However,
none was distributed in the U S
because there was no government
program for grinding it into
edible flour and meal.
MINERS HUNGRY
Pointing to the hunger in mining communities where workers
are jobless, the UMW put on a
drive this year for legislation to
authorize processing the grain
and distributing it. Spokesmen
for both the Agriculture and
Health Education & Welfare Departments fought the proposal,
on the ground it was too difficult
to administer. Behind it was the
administration belief that the
people should not expect too
much help from the 'government.
Administration opposition collapsed, as on the $1 minimum
wage, when it became clear that
a reactionary stand on the antihunger bill could cost votes in
1956. In its final form the bill
provides that the processing will
be done by the Commodity Credit
Corp., and that state governors
can obtain surplus flour and
meal on request by certifying that
food relief is necessary in their
states. Surplus foods other than
grain have been given out for
some time In many states.

NEW YORK—The U. S. Court
of Appeals July 1 reversed the
conviction of Joseph P. Ryan,
former president of the International Longshoremen's Association, on three counts of unlawfully accepting money from companies employing ILA members.
The 110-year-old retired union
official had been sentenced to six
months on each count, the terms
to run concurrently, and fined
$2,500, under Section 302 of the
Taft-Hartley Act, which makes it
a crime for an employe representative to accept money from
an employer. The appeals court,
In -reversing the conviction, held
the term "representative" meant
the union itself as bargaining
agent, and not its officers or any
operate a television station in Individual. Ryan's appeal was the
Erie, Pa. Mrs, Natvig was sud- first test of the T-II law's crimidenly produced by FCC attorneys nal provisions.
to denounce him as a former
communist in Cleveland nearly
20 years ago. She recounted suggestive stories of intrigue with
him. Later one Lowell Watson
brought in similar testimony.
Early this year, however,
Lamb's attorneys exposed the fact
that Watson had a very unsavory
criminal record dating back to
so Backs up its ILWU local;
the 1920s, and he disappeared
• Helps the needy;
from the case after stating his
• Acts as a liaison between the
earlier testimony had been false.
union and your community;
Mrs. Natvig did likewise, and was
pounced upon by the Justice De* Develops understanding of ILWU
partment for perjury on certain
problems and ILWU programs.
details of her disavowal. It Was
these
was
that
she
on
tried and
convicted of perjury, not on what
dim said about Lamb.
Name
What remains unexplained is
Watson
people
as
how two such
Address
and Mrs. Natvig got into the business of accusing Lamb in the first
place, and who was responsible.
ILWU Local No.
Also hanging fire is the fate of
Watson, and the fate of Lamb's
Sec.-Treasurer,
Mail this coupon to: NORMA
FCC application. Officials here
ILWU Federated Auxiliaries,
sort
this
are tight-lipped about
1140 Madrona St.,
of thing, because the turnabout
North Bend, Oro.
witnesses are highly embarrassing
to those who engage them.

Government Stool Recants;
Gets Jail Term for Truth!
WASHINGTON — Mrs. Marie
Natvig, a red-smear witness
against Ohio broadcaster Edward
O. Lamb last fall who repudiated
her own testimony this spring,
was given an 8 months to 2 years
sentence for perjury here June
20.
The perjury conviction, however, had nothing to do with the
truth or falsity of her accusations
of Lamb at A Federal Communications Commission hearing. it was
based on her later statements of
how she came to make the
charges against Lamb, which she
said were a pack of lies.
District Court Justice Alexander Holtzoff said he considered
the sentence moderate. Mrs. Natvig could have got a sentence of
5 years and a $2,000 fine on each
of 3 perjury counts on which she
was convicted. Moralizing on the
case, the judge said:
DANGER, SAYS JUDGE
"Persons who have so little regard for the truth . . are a
danger to the community. Perjury undermines the integrity of
the administration of justice."
The Natvig ease in no way disposes of the Lamb affair, which
is still pending at the FCC. Lamb
sought renewal of a license to

(Continued from Pagel)
mittee, said: "The basic cause
of this case was a continued harassment of the union in attempt
to behead it. It's been defeated,
we think, once and for all."
Said First Vice President J. R.
Robertson, who was co-defendant
with Bridges and Henry Schmidt
In the abortive 1949 criminal trial
of the three: "It is the unity and
understanding of our ranks that
has made this possible."
Second Vice President Germain
Bulcke felt similarly: "The loyalty and understanding of the
rank and file made this finally a
success and from now on we
should get undisturbed leadership by Harry in the manner
that the rank and file wants."
CELEBRATION FOLLOWS
A spirit of celebration took
over on the San Francisco waterfront and in the warehouses as
the word spread. Messages that
began pouring in from all 'ports
and locals indicated rapid spread
of the spirit and by Monday even
the staid old San Francisco
Chronicle was editorially calling
upon the government to call quits
to the long vendetta.
Bridges, himself, displayed a
happiness and carefreeness that
has long been suppressed by the
uncertainties thrust upon him.
Rank and file members of the
ILWU who streamed Into International headquarters to congratulate him made it clear they felt
the victory belonged to them—
to the union.
Unhappy Lynn G. Gillard, the
assistant US attorney who played
the chief prosecuting role, said
that decision as to possible appeal by the government would
be made by the department of
justice in Washington.
All observers of the trial were
lavish in their admiration of the
defense attorneys, Telford Taylor, retired Brigadier General
who prosecuted the Nazi war
criminals at Nuremburc Richard
Gladstein, veteran of the Bridges
case battles over the years, and
Norman Leonard.
Said Taylor in his closing argu-
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Local8Remembers July 5th
With Impressive Ceremonies
PORTLAND, Ore.—On July 5 us under Taft-Hartley and the
He recalled William Lloyd Garthe longshoremen here laid down Brownell Butler law."
rison who was dragged through
their hooks for their traditional
"Our union will be destroyed if the streets of Boston because he
march in memory of men killed they can create disunity in our opposed slavery, and a young
and wounded on the picket line. ranks, throw in a little Commu- mayor, Wendell Phillips, who was
But the rites this year had an nism—particularly if they are worried about his "political fuadded meaning, L. B. Thomas of able to put some of our leaders ture," but who nevertheless stood
the Coast Labor Relations com- in jail.
up to the mob and saved Garrimittee, told the 1,500 pensioners ILWU WILL WIN
son, and whose name belongs to
and maritime workers who gath"But this will not happen," the ages.
ered at the harbor wall.
Dr. Fedje concluded that the
Thomas predicted. "We have no
THOMAS SPEAKS
intention of allowing our union situation in the world today "is
Thomas, pinch-hitting for union to be torn apart by legalisms or very like a mob," but the "world
president Harry Bridges, de- anything else. If every officer is one, and mankind must learn
tained in San Francisco on the goes to jail, we'll get new offi- to work together. Keep on believeve of his fifth trial, declared that cers, and if they go to jail, we'll ing in your cause."
"the man who could not be with get still others, and carry on with
After the invocation, an honor
us, the man defending himself the traditions and policy which guard lowered a wreath of roses
against charges first leveled at ,have brought us what we have into the Willamette while Monte
him 21 years ago, took us out of today."
Brooks' band played taps.
the realm where we were treated
The other main speaker, Dr.
The arrangements committee
as third class citizens and semi- Roy A. Fedje, pastor of Rose City consisted of Jerry Donovan, D. T.
animals.
Methodist church, who gave the Siddall, Francis J. Murnane,
"Bridges is in danger today be- invocation, did not refer directly Tobey Christensen and Ross.
cause this union is in existence. to the 21-year persecution of
He is in danger because a group ILWU president Bridges.
But he spoke or the long way
of pensioners are living in security and happiness in their old the unions had come since his
age. Two hundred fifty of them own "sailing ship days" when he
just marched through the streets asked the skipper for a steam
SAN FRANCISCO — Fourteen
hose to rid the fo'c'sle of bedbugs
of Portland!"
The line of march, up Broad- and was called an Anarchist— more ILWU dock workers were
secretary
(Haw ai treasurer
ha nd s thoef way and down Stark Street, past "that's what they called us in retired on the ILWU-PMA Penthe offices of PMA and the city's those days"—for doing so; and sion on June and July 1, Henry
local's check for $5,000 to Ben Swig, honorary chairman of major financial institutions, in declared: "You owe something to Schmidt, Pension Director anthe Northern California Committee for the State of Israel contrast to the parade route of the men and women who have nounced last week. They are:
Local 4: Frank E. Kadow and
Bond Drive, representing purchase of a building bond by the earlier days through the Skidroad risked everything in order that
Harry E. Wilson; Local 7: Rueben
Territorial local. The building bond will be purchased by the area, symbolized the long way the your convictions could come into Carlgren;
Local 10: Karl Peterson
has come. This was the fruition. Otherwise you and I
state whenever demand is made for such purchase for building ILWU
theme dwelt on by the day's would not have the high standard and Axel Widen; Local 13: Moror construction purposes in the thriving Middle Eastern Re- speakers, including the pension- of living we have today."
ris Ehst, John A. Hollen, Hans C.
public. Presentation of the check was made Iasi month at the ers' chairman, Joe Georgesen, and PASTOR SPEAKS
Johnson and Pete Knudsen. Also,
Fairmont Hotel in San Francisco.
Local 8 president Charles Ross
Local 19: John A. Fallbom;
Looking at his listeners' bowed
who acted as master of cere- heads and Sunday suits, he said Local. 40: Harry A. White; Local
monies.
gravely, "You don't look like men 50: Frank Olaf Fransen; Local 94:
WIDE COVERAGE
and women that would want to Newell F. Leeper.
W. D. Slack (Local 19) retired
The union's increasing prestige overthrow the government of the
was attested by the radio, news United States and get someone as of June 1, 1955, it was anreel and television coverage from Russia to run Portland. You nounced.
NEW YORK—A. federal grand two attorneys were accused of which was given the rites this look like the people in my
Judge Wins Passport:.
jury here July 13 indicted Harvey conspiracy to obstruct justice and year in addition to regular news church."
Terming the longshoremen of
Matusow and three persons asso- perjury; Solow was charged with coverage.
Says 'Gag' is Removed
But the ILWU isn't resting on the Pacific Coast a representaciated with the liberal national obstructing justice. The three,
PRINCETON. N.
yearits
oars,
Thomas
said.
The
union
tive
group
of people, "wanting
weekly The Nation after nearly the indictments alleged, had delong
court battle has finally
has
learned
how
to win strikes your children to have something
six months of investigation.
stroyed memoranda and correwon former Judge William
and even how to get along with better," he linked the ILWU to
Matusow, former professional spondence relating to Matusow.
Clark an unlimited passport
the
employers;
now
it
must
dethe
"tremendous
struggle
in
hisFreda Kirchwey, editor and
stoolpigeon who recently recanted
for travel in Germany. Judge
velop techniques to fight the tory of the laboring people to
his testimony as a paid govern- publisher of The Nation, charged "new
Clark was chief judge of the
legalisms
devised
to
destroy
share
in
the
good
things of life."
ment witness, was indicted on six the indictments of Solow and the
U. S. Appeals Court in West
counts of perjury for asserting two lawyers were "shocking" and
Germany until he was ousted
forner US Attorney Roy Cohn in- involved persons "of high moral
in 1954. Then, he reported, his
duced him to testify falsely. Un- integrity whose devotion to the
passport was seized "by force"
finest
principles
of American deder a 3-year sentence in E1 Paso,
and he as shipped home.
Texas, on similar charges, Matti- mocracy remains unsullied."
When he learned he had
sow was named a few days before NATION SMEARED
OAKLAND — Laura Kelley,
Protesting the manhandling,
won full passport rights, the
"Any attempt to involve The ILWU
by the Senate internal security
judge commented wryly that
Local 6 member here, was Miss Kelley was bawled out by
subcommittee,whichrecom- Nation is wanton nonsense," she
he was glad the stale departa
witness
to an act of police bru- one of the motorcycle officers,
mended that the full Senate cite added,"lt can only be interpreted
and when she called the police
ment "has restored me to first
tality
on
June
13,
at
the
corner
silence
desire
to
a
smear
and
as
contempt
for
him for
refusing to
station the telephone was hung
class citizenship."
of
San
Pablo
and
57th
Street.
publication
played
a
which has
reveal the name of the manufac- a
up.
"I am more pleased, howA midle-aged Negro, alleged
turer of a stringless Yo-Y0 which. leading role in attacking the use
The Oakland police have been
ever," he added, "to learn that
of
to have stolen 2 cans of sardines under fire for some months for a
political informers."
Matusow claimed to have inthey have finally come to realSiegel issued a statement saying from a cannery outlet store, was series of manhandling, beating
vented.
ize that freedom of movement
would
he
fight
thrown
manacled,
to
the
street,
"this
outrkeous
extortion
and
3 OTHERS, TOO
cases, and the Locannot be conditioned on, in
political indictment."
and beaten by police with the aid cal 6 member urged protests to
Also, indicted were R. LawJefferson's famous phrase, 'coMatusow has recanted testi- of 2 'civilians.
the Oakland chief of police; to
rence Siegel, general counsel of mony he gave to help convict
ercion of opinion.? In other
After considerable manhan- the Cannery Outlet, whose manThe Nation; Miss Hadassah R. Clinton Jencks, an official of the
words, Americans traveling
dling,
the
man
was
finally
arager
participated
in
the
beating
Shapiro, a law associate of Siegel; International Union Mine, Mill &
abroad do not have to carry
with
rested
5
squad
cars,
2
motorof
the
helpless
man
and
the
Naand Martin Solow, assistant to the Smelter Workers, and 13 secondState Department gags in their
cycle officers and an ambulance tional Association for the Adpublisher of the magazine. The ary leaders of the
mouths..
Communist participating.
vancement of Colored People.
party. As a result of his admissions, the convictions of two of
Its Nice Work
the 13 were reversed and new
If You Can Get It
. 'trials were ordered.
SEATTLE— Teamster boss
Dave Beck recently sold his
palatial home to his own union
for the tidy sum of $163,215.
But don't worry about Dave.
The union is kindly permitting
him to live in the mansion—
rent-free, tax-free, as long as
Dave is around.
SEATTLE—Puget Sound Purse
The little joint has a swimSeine fishermen of 1LWU Local
ming pool on the grounds, a
3 won increases from 26 cents to
kitchen, dining room, living
29 cents per pound for Sockeye;
room, three bedrooms, three
111
/
2 cents to 14 cents per pound
bathrooms, a den, an office, a
for Pinks, and corresponding inbar, a movie-projection room,
creases for Silvers and Kings.
a pool table and "facilities"
Puget Sound Tendermen won
for entertaining guests.
$20 per month increase in wage
Interviewed by the newspascales, and 10 cents per hour inpers about the excitement the
crease for pre-season work.
unique deal has created, Beck
Cannery Workers increases of 5
was quoted as expecting no adcents, 10 cents and 14 cents per
verse reaction from his rank
hour for women classifications
and file, and added:
and 71/2 cents per hour for male
"I wouldn't care. Since I've
classifications. In addition to the
been president, I've made more
wage increases, several minor immoney for the union than the
provements in working condisalary they'll pay me for the
tions.
next 10 years." ,
ILWU Local 6 (Stockton Division) sponsors a kids baseball
After all, said Beck, the unteam, shown in action here. Fred Scott is the manager,
Day
in
V-J
1945
From
through
ion also "furnished" a home
the end of 1954, the US govern- Walter Kurth (employed at Ralston Purina), is one of the directors. The team standing to date
for former president Dan Toment made $55.6 billion of for- is second place and indications are that, if they keep up their present pace, they will be the
bin, So why not Dave?
eign grants and credits.
leaders of the league.

14 More Dockers
Retired June, July

$5,000 Bond ti.Lewvnuomc;a1,avii,

Matusow & Three Others
Are Indicted by Grand Jury

Local 6 Member Witnesses an Act
Of Police Brutality; Asks Protests

Seiners in
Seattle Win
Wage Hikes

Little League Team

40.
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Local 26 Pickets Superior Drum
By J. R. (Bob) Robertson
IS AN old saying that the Supreme Court follows
the election returns, and while Judge Louis E. Goodman
is only a district judge, it is also true that all the courts are
very sensitive to the atmosphere in the nation and abroad, and
reflect in their decisions what is going on in the world.
This, at least in part—plus Judge Goodman's commend-.
able adherence to the law of the land—accounts for the
great victory ILWU has just won in the Bridges case.
For the Bridges—and ILWU—victory is a reflection of
the fact that the world is moving toward peace, and moving
very fast indeed.
This fact accofmts for various victories—in addition to
the Bridges victory—which have been won in recent weeks.
It accounts for Judge Hastib's stunning dissenting opinion
in a Smith Act case in the East—the first of its kind.
It accounts for the decision of the Justice Department
to drop the persecution of the historian Owen Lattimore. It
accounts for the reversal of the "contempt" citation of Corliss Lamont, a man who has worked hard for friendship between the USA and the USSR.
And it helps to account for the magnificent—and we hope
maximum number management has been able final—vindication of our International president.
HERE

1L'WU Local 26 pickets still march at Supertor Drum, which was struck July 25 after owner
Louis Tannes refused to bargain with the local
despite the workers' unanimous vote for the
union in a consent NLRB election. AFL Teamsters, which had the previous contract, did not
receive a single vote.
Union demands are for the standard scrap
industry contract. Rates being paid air - the
time of organization by Local 26 ranged from
$1.30 to $1.40 an hour, and workers had no
paid holidays or vacations.
The plant has hired armed guards and is
attempting to operate with scabs, although the

to recruit (although paying $1.50 an hour)
has been five. Fifteen men are required to
keep the plant in productive operation.
Women's Auxiliary 28 serves hot lunches to
the pickets, and coffee and doughnuts several
times a day.
In picture above, stewards and negotiators
Joe Thompson (left) and Clifford Robinson
flank International Organizer Chet Meske in
the front line. In the back line, from the left,
are Arthur Thomas, Frank Harris, Madison
Thomas (no* visible), Albert Simon, Jr., Oscar
Tilford and Solete Anderson.

Indian Sues to Recover Stolen Land
OROFINO, Ida.—A 70-year-old
Nez Peree Indian, James Miles,
hala filed a claim for title to 1141
acres on which the Northern
Idaho mental hospital now stands,
under a land allotment the federal government made to his late
wife many years ago.
The Nez Perce woman was
stripped of her rights in a series
of raids against Nez" Perce property during the rushing days of
western expansion. The widower's suit is pending in a Clearwater County district court. The
Interior Department has already

issued him a patent in fee, buttressing his claim to recover the
Land.
The hospital and grounds on
which it is built is carried on the
Idaho state tax books at a depreciated inventory of $2,500,000.
What the claimant, who takes
his second name from the famed
Nez Peree chieftain and military
strategist, Chief Joseph, will' do
with the mental institution if his
claim is recognized, he has not
said, except to comment with
grim humor:
"I will have plenty of room for

superintendents from the Lapwai
Indian reservation!"
The Miles episode is typical of
the court fight of Northwest Indians to win payment for land,
timber and fishing rights they
were given under treaties and allotments annuled or broken in
the 100 years since they were
made.
The story was revealed in a
current Portland, Oregonian
series on the problems facing several Northwest tribes under the
federal government's withdrawal
program on Indian affairs.

ILWU Book'Club List US Trade
ILWU Book Club
150 Golden Gate Ave.
San Francisco 2, Ca
Please send me (postpaid)
the books I have checked off
below. I enclose the carrect
sum in check or money(Price includes California
sales tax.)
(copies) False Witness, by
$1.00
Harvey Matusow,
(paper);
(copies) Out of Your
Pocket, by flare! McConkey,
$1.00 (paper);
(copies) Conceived in Liberty, by Howard Fast, @
$0.10 (paper);
--(copies) The Un v a nquished, by Howard Fast,
6 $0.10 (paper);
..— (copies) The Man Who
Never Died, by Barrie
Stavis, @ $2.00 (cloth);
(copies) Milltown, by Bill
Cahn, @ $0.75 (paper);
--(copies) Eye-Witness in
Indo-China, by Joseph
Starobin, @ $1.00 (autographed by the author);
-..(copies) What to Do Until
the Doctor Comes, by WI!.
liam Bolton, M.D.,@ $1.50
(cloth);
- (copies) The Southpaw, by
Mark Harris, @ $0.35
(paper);
-- (copies) rola, by Stefan
Lorant, @ $0.50 (paper);
(copies) Labor Fact Book
XI, by Labor Research
Assn., @ $1.50 (cloth);

(copies) Freedom Road, by
$0.75
Howard Fast,
(paper);
.(copies) The American,
by Howard Fast, (12 $0.35
(cloth);
▪
(copies) The Bending
Cross, by Ray Ginger, @
$0.75 (cloth);
-. (copies) American Imperialism, by Victor Perlo,
@ $1.00 (paper);
—. (copies) The F. B. I., by
Max Lowenthal, @ $3.75
(cloth);
-. (copies) A Funeral for
Sabella, by Robert Travers, @ $1.00 (cloth);
(copies) Man's Worldly
Goods, by Leo Huberman,
@ $1.00 (paper);
(copies) John L. Lewis,
by Saul Alinsky, @ $1.00
(cloth);
▪
(copies) We Can Be
Friends, by Carl Marzani,
@ $0.75 (cloth);
—.....(copies) Jack London,
American Rebel, by Philip
S. Foner, @ $1.00 (cloth).
Pamphlets:
(copies) McCarthy on
Trial, edited by Albert
Kahn, @ $0.23;
........(copies) Smear & Run, @
$0.05.
....._.(copies) Courage Is Contagious, (F.!2 $0.15;
-___(copies) McCarthy Report
Pamphlet, @ $0.10;
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Body Hits
At Local 3

DUT THERE are various angles to this victory that ILWU
ILP members everywhere must remember and contemplate.
And here are ,some of them:
• This decision finally recognizes the fact that the fight
we have put up around the Bridges case, for the past 21
years, WAS a fight to maintain the union—as we have always said it was;
• The pendulum had started to swing away from cold
war and threatening hot war before Judge Goodman handed
down his decision—and the decision will give the pendulum
a push in the direction it is going—toward a relaxation of
world tension and cold war against the American people
themselves;
• Judge Goodman himself will long be remembered for
his opinion, and it will be quoted over and over in all political
cases where exposes have been made of the use of professional informers—and the professional informers themselves
are on the way out;
• It is important for ILWU members to recall that before the Bridges decision was announced—indeed, before
the trial itself began—we had achieved a higher degree of
unity in our own ranks than ever before in the history of our
union. We saw this unity in action at our convention in April,
and again in the immediate and solid response of the rank
and file to the campaign around the fifth Bridges case.
E MUST ALSO remember that our union's position on
W
basic policy over the last 21 years—on what is good for
working men and women—has been a constant one, and the
'Bridges case itself has been an integral part of that policy.
More and more people today—outside our ranks—are beginning to recognize that our program and our policies have
been correct—not only for our oWn members and other working people, but for the American people as a whole.
, It ;would therefore be a good idea for all of us to review
the proceedings of our last four conventions, say, and to remind themselves of what that program and that policy were
—and how they have demonstrated with crystal clarity the
sound thinking our rank and file and our leaders have been
engaged in 211 these years.
But the biggest lesson to take out of this magnificent victory is this: that we must take full advantage of it—as
a union.
Every ILWU local must make a careful review of its own
particular situation and problems, and immediately rally its
own membership around a constructive approach to organization. For this is the time to build organization.
We must never for a moment take it for granted that the
Bridges victory has won for us the war in which we have been
engaged so long against the natural enemies of organized
labor.
What it HAS done is to make it possible to move forward
to a more outstanding record of ILWU achievements, and
it is the unity and understanding of our ranks that has made
this possible.

SEATTLE —The US Federal
Trade Commission has brought a
charge against ILWU Local 3 for
"price fixing" in the Puget Sound
Salmon Industry, based on a gov-1
ernment contention= that fishermen negotiate a value to be
placed on the fish they catch, in
order to provide for a minimum
value of their individual share
which constitutes their wages.
Fishermen historically h a v
been paid wages based upon a.
share of the gross value of the
catch of the boat. Union efforts
to provide minimum wage contracts for fishermen have there.
fore attempted to meet the conditions of the fishing industry, and
wage contracts have consisted of
fixing a minimum value per
pound or per fish. The government, however, refuses to recognize this as a wage provision
and claims that fishermen are
"price fixing." ,
It is the position of ILWU
Local 3 that while better methods
of establishing wages for these
workers might be found, neverSAN FRANCISCO—The ILWU
theless this action by the govern- International Executive Board, at
ment, which ignores the historic its meeting here on June 16 and
background, the purpose and the 17, voted to comply with a reresults of such negotiations, is quest from ILWU Local 26 (Los
bent upon destroying the rights Angeles), to grant assistance to
of fishermen as workers to ne- the Servicemen's Defense Comgotiate for minimum wage scales mittee of that city.
and is an attack upon union orThe Servicemen's Defense Comganization.
mittee has been involved in de.
Local 3 has announced its in- fending the rights of military pertention to fight the attack in sonnel who have been given unevery way possible, and to force desirable discharges because of
recognition of fishermen's rights refusal to sign special loyalty
oaths.
as workers.

ILWU Board Backs Local 26 Offer
To Aid Victimized Ex-Servicemen
Local 26 has offered the services of union attorneys in the
defense of Individuals discriminated against by the armed services. One notable case in the Los
Angeles area involves Dr. Eugene Levin, who invoked the protection of the Fifth Amendment
and whom the Army has been
trying to give an undesirable discharge, despite honorable service.
The trial court ruled in Dr.
Levin's favor but the Army Is
appealing the case.

